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PREFACE 
This paper will examine the operational techniques 
of the theatrical press representative in the light of 
modern public relations procedure and will demonstrate 
how he successfully utilizes the same methods as his 
non-theatrical counterpart to cope with the problems of 
the Broadway legitimate theatre. 
To give the paper a proper perspective, a portion 
of it will be devoted to a brief summary of the theatri-
cal press representative's chronological development in 
the legitimate theatre and the circumstances which were 
responsible for his evolutionary progress from travelling 
advance man and bill poster in a loud checkered suit to 
the responsible communicator he is today. 
It will also explain how the Association of 
Theatrical Press Agents and Managers evolved into the 
stabilizing force it currently is and how A.T.P.A.M., 
through its rigid constitution and by-laws, has brought 
dignity, stature and an enforceable code of ethics to 
the profession. 
Finally, this paper will present a case study 
of a currently successful Broadway musical's promotional 
campaign to illustrate the actual usage of modern 
public relations procedures as they are applied 1n a 
theatrical context. 
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CHAPT.ER I 
INTRODUCTION: 
WHAT IS A THEATRICAL PRESS REPRESENTATIVE? 
In his purest state, the theatrical press repre-
sentative is the most parochial of all public communica-
tors. 
He is employed by the producer of a legitimate 
theatricall attraction to serve as his representative to 
the press and, ultimately, to the ticket-buying public. 
~H th few exceptions, the active theatrical press repre-
sentative does nothing else. He does not primarily 
publicize personalities; he does not promote other forms 
of entertainment, and, except in a few instances, he 
does not offer public relations services to non-theatri-
cal accounts. 
Most of his efforts are concentrated within a 
small area of Manhattan Island, although the results of 
his endeavors are often felt across the United States. 
1Legitimate Theatre, in the modern sense, refers 
to any professional stage production for commercial 
purposes. For further definitions, see Appendix, p.~q. 
A small number of his profession spend their 
time journeying across the nation with travelling legi-
timate attractions, or are permanently stationed in one 
of the larger cities of this country outside of New 
York, where they serve as the local representatives for 
touring or local productions. 
2 
Although few in number (150 in the United States, 
according to Milton Weintraub, Secretary-Treasurer of 
the Association of Theatrical Press Agents and Managers)2 
the eighty-odd3 press representatives laboring in New 
York handle every legitimate attraction on Broadway and 
almost every one Off-Broadway. 
The theatrical press representative commonly is 
referred to in the colloquial as "press agent,"4 a 
general term applied to anyone purveying news of his 
clients' special interests to the mass communications 
media. He is also labelled with other such colorful 
cognomens as "drum beater," "trumpeter," and "flack.u 
2Interview, May 16, 1961. 
4rlereafter, the term "press agent" or "theatri-
cal press agentn may be used interchangeably with the 
term "theatrical press representative, unless otherwise 
indicated. 
But the theatrical press representative, who usually is 
disdainful of any title that smacks of the baroque, 
differs distinctly from his fellow craftsmen in the 
entertainment field. 
There are four basic species of entertainment 
publicists functioning currently. They are: 
3 
Movie Press Agents--employed by Hollywood motion-
picture companies to propagate news, features, and 
photographs relating to their companies' films, to 
exploit the films through stunts, and, in general, to 
merchandise them to the public. 
Television and Radio Press Agents--hired by local 
stations and networks. Working out of large and strati-
fied press departments (fifty-one publicists are employed 
by NBC in New York), they publicize various programs 
through printed mass media, both within the trade and 
outside of it. 
Personal Press Agents--hired to aggrandize indi-
vidual clients in the entertainment field. Not only 
are their efforts expended for entertainers, but also 
for others involved in the creative phases of show 
business. 
Theatrical Press Representatives--employed by 
producers to promote legitimate Broadway and Off-Broad-
way productions.5 
Unlike the movie press agent, the theatrical 
press representative is usually hired to promote only 
4 
one attraction by his employer. Contrary to the personal 
press agent, the publicizing of the attraction, and not 
any single personality, is his main concern. And finally, 
in contrast to the press agents in the large and seg-
mented departments of the networks, he is responsible for 
all phases of the attraction's promotion. 
Two generally unrecognized characteristics, super-
ficially seeming to be out of place in the show business 
arena, make the theatrical press representative worthy 
of respect and study: his devotion to ethical standards 
and his reliance, often unconsciously, on the same modus 
operandi as that of the most advanced of today's public 
relations practitioners. 
5Irwin Ross, "Inside Public Relations--Part VI, 11 
The New York Post Magazine Section, July 7, 1958, 
p. M-2. 
His lofty ethics have evolved from painfully 
experiencing the outraged revenges of gulled drama 
editors. 
He forgoes, if he is wise, the hoaxes which won 
fame for his ancestors. Anna Held's milk baths, 
Mrs. Patrick Campbell's insistence that the streets 
bordering her theatre be strewn with tanbark to 
5 
muffle traffic noise, are specimens of these classics. 
Today authors of comparable myths would be drummed 
out of the regiment •••• To survive in New York, 
the press agent must have the respect, if not the 
affection, of editors in all communicative media. 
Out of this respect comes a degree of cooperation6 Without this cooperation the press agent is sunk. 
The theatrical press representative's concern for 
such basic public relations concepts as "consideration 
of publics," "proper selection of media," "efficient 
utilization of tools and techniques" and "creation of a 
favorable 1 image'" have grown as the problems of the 
theatre have become more complex and the outlets for 
communications more sophisticated. Gone are the days 
when you could guarantee a bountiful crowd at the box 
office by planting a full-grown lion in a hotel room as 
Harry Reichenbach, ballyhoo king of the twenties, did to 
exploit a jungle epic.7 
6Richard Maney, Fanfare (New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1957), p. 6. 
7Bernard Sobel (ed.) The New Theatre Handbook 
and Digest of Plays (New York: Crown Publishers, 1959), 
p. 671. 
6 
The theatrical press representative who hopes to 
compete successfully in his hectic and highly competi-
tive craft today must master the basic techniques and 
broad scope of non-theatrical public relations. He who 
clings to the fraudulent fillips and archaic practices 
of the past will quickly find himself plummeting hap-
lessly from the demanding atmosphere of the contemporary 
theatrical scene. 
f 
CHAPTER II 
THE HISTORY OF THE THEATRICAL PRESS REPRESENTATIVE 
The Barnum Era 
If Phineas T. Barnum can be accepted as the path-
finder of theatrical publicity in America, and most 
authorities agree that he can, August of 1835 marks the 
beginning of an era--the era of showmanship and theatri-
cal promotion. 
For in that sultry month in New York, the twenty-
five-year-old P. T. Barnum (an unknown grocery store 
owner at that time) announced through newspaper ads, 
colorful posters, and pamphlets circulated widely 
throughout the city "that a colored woman 161 years of 
age, who had been President George Washington's nurse 
and nanny, was being placed on public exhibit in Niblo's 
Garden. nl 
The exhibit of the colored slave woman, Joice 
Heath, was an enormous success, drawing thousands of 
curious New Yorkers and freeing Barnum forever from the 
drab business of selling groceries. He subsequently 
!Irving Wallace, The Fabulous Showman (New York: 
TI1e New American Library, 1962), p. 12. 
took Joice Heath on tour. During a lull in the Boston 
engagement, he pioneered the first of many exploitation 
techniques, one which became a classic among practi-
tioners of a later age. 
He penned an open letter to the Boston papers, 
over the signature of "a visitor,u in which he said in 
part: 
Joice Heath is not a human being. What purports 
to be a remarkably old woman is simply a curiously 
constructed automaton, made up of whalebone, india-
rubber, and numberless springs ingeniously put 
together, and made to move at the slightest touch, 
according to the will of the operator. The exhibi-
tor is a ventriloquist, and all the conversations 
apparently held with the ancient lady ~re purely 
imaginary, so far as she is concerned. 
Business boomed as crowds who had already seen 
Joice Heath came to get a second look. The identity of 
the letter writer was never suspected. 
Barnum came to prominence in an age which prided 
itself on its grey respectability. Blue laws were 
rampant, and entertainments were discouraged. 
8 
Yet in this era so lacking in revelry, Barnum and 
his attractions almost continuously won the attention 
and enthusiastic support of the American public. His 
2Ibid., p. 23. 
secret of success was inevitably the same--showmanship! 
He introduced the use of giant outdoor signs, pioneered 
the concept of large-size copy, and is credited with 
being the first to utilize the advantages of a compre-
hensive advertising campaign.3 
The Age of Ballyhoo 
Barnum set the style for the promoters that 
followed. The gusto, the spell-binding sensationalism, 
the appeal to the curious all became a stock-in-trade, 
9 
with varying degrees of success, of his disciples. Thus 
began an "era when imagination totally uninhibited by 
fact, which could brew up gaudy stunts, was a must for a 
successful press agent."4 
The image of the travelling advance man, with all 
the gaudy accoutrements of his trade, became fixed in 
American folklore. Representing touring musical shows, 
circuses and dramatic productions of all kinds, he would 
arrive in a town in advance of his employer's attraction 
3From an interview with Mr. Henry Senber, Press 
Relations Director of New York Telephone Company and 
Member of the Association of Theatrical Press Agents and 
Managers, New York, july 17, 1962. 
4 
David G. Wittels, "Broadway's Remarkable Barker," 
Saturday Evening Post, March 29, 1947, p. 26. 
10 
and set himself to the task of imbuing the local citi-
zenry with a fervid desire to purchase tickets. No 
holds were barred as this colorful road-man conned 
provincial editors and created municipal furors in the 
service of his production. 
Take note of the tactics employed by famed 
advance press agent Ned Alvord, alias "The Deacon." 
Alvord usually handled musicals, and with one 
show, whenever he hit a new town, he would cover 
every accessible building wall and fence with three-
sheet posters that were rampant with "scantily-clad" 
girls. Then he would dress up in a parson's outfit 
that he always carried in his trunk and canvass the 
local clergy, Fuller-Brush style. Posing as an out-
of-town prelate, he would demand: How can you, as 
guardian of public morals, allow such foul posters 
to besmirch your fair city? I know what I would do 
if such an abomination struck my own town--! would 
march down to the nearest police station and 
protest with all my might. 
This dodge worked week after week for this show 
and the authorities would be deluged with complaints: 
the'dailies would carry front page stories; the 
citizens would flock to the box office.5 
How short a step it was from Barnum's memorable 
letter to the newspapers in condemnation of his own 
attraction to Alvord's pseudo-religious outrage over 
"scantily-clad" girls. 
5 Charles D. Rice, "The Drum Beaters of Broadway," 
Theatre Arts, Vol. 37 (September, 1953), p. 80. 
As the years progressed, newspaper editors grew 
more sophisticated and the guardians of public morals 
less susceptible to the machinations of the theatrical 
press agent. The wild hoaxes and masquerades of press 
agents like Harry Reichenbach6 made entertainment page 
editors increasingly wary. "Extravagent speech, innu-
11 
merable adjectives, and encomia stimulated the imagination 
and attracted patrons to the box office,"7 but also 
instilled a suspiciousness in the minds of drama 
reporters which is still evident today. 
The Word Merchants 
Times were changing, and as the carefree and 
turbulent twenties passed and the more sober and socially-
conscious thirties came into view, the deportment, ethics 
and skills of the theatrical press representative changed 
too. 
Replacing the fast-talking, hand-is-quicker-than-
the-eye theatre pitchman was the word merchant. 
6see Harry Reichenbach's autobiography, Phantom 
Fame, as told to David Freedman (New York: Simon and 
SChUster, 1931), 258 pp. 
7Bernard Sobel (ed.), The New Theatre Handbook 
and Digest of Plays (New York: Crown Publishers, 1959), 
p. 551. 
12 
Literary ability was now the hallmark of success, 
and the by-line piece the principal tool of the theatri-
cal press representative. The blatant broadside was 
abandoned for the more urbane and journalistically 
acceptable pseudo-interview piece. Such talents as 
Lillian Hellman, S. N. Behrman, Howard Dietz and Ben 
Hecht, later to gain fame as playwrights and authors, 
now came to the fore. The press agent who depended 
strictly on stunts now found himself rapidly losing 
ground to authors of space-breaking Sunday pieces like 
Richard Maney and other literary theatrical publicists 
of the time. 8 
Richard Maney, commenting on this period in his 
autobiographical bestseller, Fanfare, said: 
Starting with the mid-thirties, the press agent's 
prospects steadily ebbed. The Herald, both Worlds, 
The Globe and The Mail folded or merged with compe-
t1 tors. Later The American and The Sun gave up the 
ghost. TI1e amusement sections of the survivors were 
drastically reduced. Talking pictures and radio 
chal~enged the theatre for space. Editors became 
more discriminating~ Press agent copy was subjected 
to fierce scrutiny. 
8Ibid., p. 552. 
9(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), p. 346. 
13 
Maney, a master at instigating authors of plays 
he publicizes to write by-line pieces for him, also 
engineered the famous mock newspaper debate on whether 
or not the critics should share in the profits of Arsenic 
and Old Lace. Needless to say, Maney was the press agent 
for Arsenic and Old Lace!O 
11 A.T.P.A.M. 
In 1937 A.T.P.A.M. (The Association of Theatri-
cal Press Agents and Managers) or A.T.A.M. (The Associ-
ation of Theatrical Agents and Managers), as it was first 
called, arrived on the theatrical scene. Chartered by 
the A. F. of L., it brought ~o the theatrical press 
representative minimum wage scales, working schedule 
agreements, and protection of contracts. 
The union, which was created to protect the 
working press agents and managers from the worst effects 
of theatrical vagaries (it was not uncommon for press 
agents to be stranded on the road in earlier days), also 
gave the theatrical press representatives a status and 
lOinterview, Senber, July 17, 1962. 
llFrom an interview with Milton Weintraub, Secre-
tary-Treasurer of A.T.P.A.M., the Association of Theatri-
cal Press Agents and Managers, New York, May 16, 1961. 
14 
degree of respectability which was not previously theirs. 
The Theatrical Press Representative Todaz 
The advent of World War II and the subsequent 
quickening of tempo and diversification of mass media 
brought about the current era in legitimate theatrical 
publicity. 
Faced with an endless maze of outlets for his 
communications, the theatrical press representative 
today has had to break away from his traditional concen-
tration on the drama pages of the New York press and 
seek fresh avenues, not only in other sections of the 
newspaper, but in radio, television and the scores of 
other outlets which have evolved. 
The days of casual recourse with newsmen in 
friendly saloons have drawn to a close. To succeed now, 
the theatrical press representative must compete inten-
sively with the combined volume of hundreds of other 
entertainments clamoring for attention, as well as with 
the entreaties of thousands of commercial enterprises. 
His creative skills must be sharply honed, and his know-
ledge of media comprehensive and up-to-date. He must 
utilize modern public relations techniques to the 
fullest. 
15 
Speaking of the modern theatrical scene and remi-
niscing over days past, Richard Maney has said: 
There are sixty {§orne eighty to dat~ theatrical 
press agents in New York, most of them as sober and 
reliable as so many Congressmen. This, I think, is 
unfortunate. In achieving respectability and recog-
nition, the theatre has lost something. It was a 
more fasr~nating profession when its agents were 
outlaws. 
Tom Weatherly's nostalgic poem, that appeared in 
the trade newspaper Variety, summed it up: 
"In Praise of Some Old Time Press Agents" 
Those flacks of yesteryear are gone 
Those lads of stunts and capers; 
Who seldom made much sense in prose--
But sure got stuff in papers. 
Though weak they were at literature, 
They still were highly skilled 
At dreaming up the plots for pranks--
And keeping glasses filled. 
Ah, yes, they were a wondrous breed, 
But prone to shakes and shivers; 
In payment for the space they ~rabbed-­
They sacrificed their livers.l 
12Fanfare, p. 83. 
13Vol. 210 (August 3, 1960), p. 2. 
CHAPTER III 
A.T.P.A.M. AND ETHICS 
How A.T.P.A.M. Came Into Being 
Prior to the organization of the Association of 
Theatrical Press Agents and Managers, Union No. 18032, 
A.F. of L. - C.I.O., the theatrical press representative 
worked in an atmosphere of relative anarchy. 
His wages were low; "multiplicity"! was rampant, 
and "doubling"2 was a frequent occurrence. Another 
common source of dismay was the stranding of advance 
agents on the road when a production suddenly failed. 
The union was actually chartered in 1927, but was 
refused recognition by The League of New York Theatres, 
the cooperative organization of the New York producers, 
for ten years. Then, in 1937, A.T.P.A.M. rose from its 
dormant bed and won the recognition of the producers 
after placing a picket line against a play called ·Father 
Malichey's Miracl,, which was moving from the Belasco 
Theatre to a new house. 
1The simultaneous publicizing of many legitimate 
attractions by the same press representative. 
2The simultaneous employment of one man, by a 
legitimate attraction, as press agent and manager. 
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Milton Weintraub, Secretary-Treasu~er of A.T.P.A.M., 
remembers that: 
The pickets were placed there at midnight because 
that was the time the show was going to move. l"lhen 
the trucks rolled up to the door, and the Teamsters 
saw the picket line there, they just didn't cross 
•t 3 l. • 
Many of the press agents were reluctant to become 
unionized at first, Weintraub recalls, but immediately 
after the picket line was thrown up in front of New 
York's Belasco Theatre, about eighty of them joined 
A.T.P.A.M. Shortly after the picketing episode, in a 
special meeting, the producers granted recognition to 
the union as the sole bargaining agent for the theatri-
cal press representatives and entered into negotiations 
with its officers. There has not been a strike since 
that time. 
From that bargaining session came fixed wage 
scales (the original scale was $150 a week for an 
attraction's press representative4), a prohibition 
against "doubling,"5 and a series of other agreements 
3Interview, New York, May 16, 1961. 
5Association of Theatrical Press Agents and Mana-
gers, A.F. of L. - C.I.O., Union No. 18032, A.T.P.A.M. 
Constitution, 1929, General By-Laws, Provision G. 
18 
aimed at protecting and improving the working standards 
of the theatrical press representative. Within the 
union, an agreement was reached to abide by a rule limi-
ting the practice of "multiplicity" of employment to six 
shows per press agent~ It also instituted the associate 
system whereby a press agent would automatically have to 
employ other A.T.P.A.M. press agents as he was hired to 
publicize additional shows.7 
Under union regulations, a press agent must engage 
an associate when he has a second attraction. If he 
undertakes a third, he must hike his man's wage. A 
fourth client demands a second associate. A fifth 
tilts his fee. Six attractions - tge legal limit -
and a third associate is automatic. 
Producers will sometimes pay a press representa-
tive more than the union demands if his services are 
considered particularly desirable, but as a rule, press 
representatives receive $254.28 for publicizing a legi-
timate theatrical attraction in New York.9 The first 
6!£!2., Article III, Section 33. 
7Ibid., Minimum Conditions of Multiple Employment 
of Press Agents in New York City. 
8Richard Maney, Fanfare 9 {New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1957), p. 344. 
9The scale rises to $264.28 for a show, effective 
September 3, 1962. This refers to weekly salary for one 
show. 
19 
associate's salary for two shows is $167.45. On three 
shows he gets $228.10. When the press agent acquires 
four shows, the first associate continues at $228.10, 
but a second associate is hired at $167.45. Five shows 
and the second associate is raised to $228.10. When the 
sixth show comes into the office, a third associate is 
recruited at $167.45. 
Union agreements with the producers now call for 
a guarantee bond to be posted with the union prior to the 
press representative's employment, and that the contract 
be signed at least three weeks prior to the Monday of the 
week that the first public performance of the attraction 
is given. Agreements on termination of contract also 
have been negotiated with the producers' organization to 
protect the press representative.10 
The Creation of a Code of Ethics 
The creation of A.T.P.A~. has contributed more 
than material benefits to insure the well-being of the 
theatrical press representative. It has also brought 
with it a code of ethical behavior, specified in the 
10A.T.P.A •. M. Constitution, General By-Laws, 
Provision K. 
20 
charter and in the constitution of the organization. 
"I ••• solemnly promise that I will never knowingly 
wrong a brother or see him wronged, if it be in my power 
to prevent it," says the preamble of A.T.P.A.M.'s consti-
tution. 
Objectives set forth in the constitution are: 
•••• To foster a high standard of work and 
conduct among its members and to uphold only those 
practices which are fair and honorable. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
To encourage its members to merit the esteem and 
confidence of business associates by rendering faith-
ful and efficient service at all times. 
To urge its members to make every effort in their 
power for the betl!rment of the theatre and amuse-
ments in general. 
Unlike other codes of ethical practice in the 
public relations industry, this one provides financial 
penalties for non-compliance, penalties which can be 
levied by the union, after a hearing, if the board of 
governors finds a member guilty. Repeated violations 
call for doubling and tripling of penalties and, as a 
final measure of enforcement, temporary suspension from 
the union. Inasmuch as the union is the sole agent for 
theatrical press representatives, temporary suspension 
11Ibid., Article II, Objects Second; Fourth; Fifth. 
21 
means, in effect, temporary loss of employment in the 
legitimate theatre as a press representative. 
But it is not only the union injunction which 
insures a high standard of ethics and a minimal amount 
of internecine warfare among its members. A.T.P.A.M. 
member and theatrical press representative Dick Weaver 
gives another reason while discussing how press agents 
acquire client shows. 
There is a gentleman's agreement famong theatri-
cal press representative~ that one dOes not go out 
and raid clients. The (feld is so small that it is 
almost like a medical specialization in one city. 
All the people who practice public relations in the 
theatre are known one to the other. It's one of 
the tiniest groups in existence in an industry. 2 
Ethical practices are just as important to the 
theatrical press representative in his dealings with mass 
media and the public at large as are his transactions 
with his brethren within the industry. 
The drama staffs of every New York paper 
as those on tour depend upon him for copy. 
one of the staff, so to speak. His success 
entirely on how reliable he is. Misspelled 
cooked-up fakes and misrepresentation spell 
doom.l3 
as well 
He is 
depends 
names, 
his 
12Interview, New York, May 22, 1961. 
13Charles Washburn, Press Agentry (New York: 
National Library Press, 1937), p. 15. 
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In 1925, Ivy Lee, recognized by most as the 
"father of modern public relations," said: 
A publicity man's character comes very quickly 
to be his stock in trade very much as with a lawyer. 
Every man has got to work according to his own 
conscience, with a knowledge that one whose ethical 
standards are high is going to gain the public con-
fidence •••• A publicity man is no different from 
anybody else. He1~annot do a dishonest thing and get away with it. 
Ivy Lee's philosophy is completely applicable to 
the theatrical press representative. In a working sphere 
as limited as the legitimate theatre, a reputation for 
unreliability or a notoriety for hawking bogus informa-
tion can mean ostracism and its inevitable companion, 
unemployment. 
14Ivy Lee, 
Is Not (New York: 
pp. 35; 36. 
Publicity--Some Of The Things It Is And 
Industries Publishing Company, 1925), 
CHAPTER IV 
THE OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUES 
OF THE lliEATRICAL PRESS REPRESENTATIVE: 
ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO THE NEW YORK OPENING 
When the Press Representative is Hired 
There was a time when the theatrical press repre-
sentative was employed by the producer just prior to the 
opening of a show. But the increasing complexities of 
the press representative's responsibilities as liaison 
man between the producer and his many publics have made 
it almost mandatory for the press representative to 
become an active part of the producer's staff many weeks, 
and sometimes months, before the production bows on 
Broadway. 
As soon as he is hired, the press representative 
sets about collecting all the available data he can 
obtain. 
Anything about the proceedings, names of staff 
members and actors, theater, schedule, or items that 
will make news will be reported by him. The work 
of the press agent is useful not only in interesting 
the public (and keeping them informed) but also in 
interesting prospective investors.! 
1B~ruce Savan, Your Career in the Theatre (New 
York: Doubleday Publishers, 1961), p. 125. 
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Often a producer starts preparing to launch a 
show without actually having all of the necessary invest-
ment, in the expectation that the publicity resulting 
from his efforts will subsequently attract the required 
funds. The press representative's efforts in the drama 
pages of the New York papers often do create the hoped-
for response, putting the production firmly on its feet 
and moving the schedule strongly ahead. 
The steady stream of material emanating from the 
press representative's office at this time serves as a 
constant reminder to the theatre-going public that the 
production is busily preparing for its New York debut, 
in the hope that the appetites of some theatre-goers 
will be whetted sufficiently to initiate advance ticket 
orders. 
During this opening interval, the press repre-
sentative and the producer select the advertising agency 
which they will work with, "although it has become 
increasingly common for the producer to select the agency 
himself."2 
2From an interview with Ingram Ash, Vice Presi-
dent of Blaine Thompson Advertising Agency, New York, 
July 23, 1962. 
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It is usually at this time that the basic poster 
art and the logotype is selected. This "Logo" has assumed 
an increasingly important role in the promotion of Broad-
way attractions as advertising competition for the eye 
and spending dollar of the public has become more intense. 
The projection of a visual image to symbolize 
an attraction was first used successfully during 
the campaign for the musical hit, Kiss Me Kat!, in 
1948 and has been utilized with varying degrees of 
success since that time.. Recently, a caricatured 
silhouette of the late Fiorello H. LaGuardia proved 
to be a highly effective symbol or im~ge for the 
successful Broadway musical, Fiorello. 
Edward L. Bernays, ~eaking of the application of 
symbols, said: 
A public relations campaign must ••• reckon with 
the power of symbols. A symbol may be defined as a 
shortcut to understanding and to action. It is the 
currency of propaganda •••• The acceptance of a 
symbol is emotional and expresses an associative 
mental process stemming from familiarity. That 
symbols must be carefully chosen is self-evident. 4 
Once the logo has been established and all other 
pertinent information collected, the agency creates and 
places an advertisement, usually full page, in the Drama 
Section of the New York Times Sunday edition.5 This ad 
4Public Relations (Norman, Oklahoma: University 
of Oklahoma Press, 1952), p. 166. · 
5A full-page ad in the Theatre Section of The New 
York Times Sunday edition costs $7,200 at present. 
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is designed to test the reaction of the public to the 
forthcoming attraction through one of the theatre's basic 
barometers, the volume of mail order sales. 
It will be as large as the budget permits, and 
usually follows the design that has been used in the 
posters. In addition to all the information about 
the production, it includes the itinerary of the 
pre-Broadway tour •••• The large ad is rarely 
repeated before the New xork opening, but smaller 
ads are frequently used. 
Preparations for the Out-of•Town Campaign 
Productions ultimately bound for Broadway begin 
rehearsing in New York several weeks before they start 
their tryout road tour. By this time the producer and 
the press representative have a general idea of where 
they stand and what they must do, at least at the outset, 
to begin creating the successful image or aura of success 
which is so vital to the ultimate triumph of the pro-
duction in New York. 
The campaign to create an image of success around 
a show is one of the most basic ingredients of a 
theatrical public relations program. There have 
been countless plays which were less than critical 
successes, but because an aura of success was built 
around them, became long-running box office successes.7 
6 Savan, 2£· cit., p. 211. 
7 From an interview 1111i th Dick ~'Jeaver, of Dick 
Weaver Public Relations, New York, May 22, 1961. 
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Dick Weaver offers as a case in point the musical 
Fanny. Out of seven possible favorable reviews from New 
York's major dailies, Fanny received only three. 
Yet the consensus of opinion among theatre-goers 
was that Fannx was a tremendously successful play 
from a critical standpoint. And it was achieved by 
an intensive advertising and publicity campaign por-
traying it as an immense success prior to its opening. 
The results of the campaign can be measured by the 
fact that the ticket sale reached almost one million 
dollars before the show opened in New York.8 
As the production goes into rehearsal, in prepara-
tion for its out-of-town engagement, the press repre-
sentative's campaign goes into high gear. Although ever 
mindful of his long-range goal--the establishment of a 
hit image in the minds of the New York theatre-goers--he 
must now place more immediate emphasis upon achieving his 
short-range goal--a successfully executed out-of-town 
campaign insuring a solid box office during the road 
tour. A production which does not hold its own on the 
road tour finds itself with a slim fiscal cushion to fall 
back upon when it enters the financially critical New 
York engagement. 
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"Readers"9 must be written; "SpecialsnlO must be 
readied, and rehearsal photographs must be captioned in 
advance of the press representative's first visit to the 
city or cities where his attraction will play. The re-
hearsal pictures are generally shot on the first or second 
day of rehearsa~ so that the press representative can 
provide some art work for the newspapers to use until the 
show is formally photographed. Although the New York 
papers may use an occasional rehearsal picture, the bulk 
of these photos will be placed in the newspapers of the 
first city where the show will play. Photos of the 
actual production will be available for media placement 
in the cities where the show will subsequently appear. 
At this time the press representative also prepares 
advertising schedules for cities where the show has play-
dates. Once mats of the show's advertisements are 
created, he forwards them, with instructions for place-
ment, to the theatre manager or the local press repre-
sentative of the theatre, if there is one. 
9Fact sheets relating to the production in the 
form of an extended news release, containing such infor-
mation as name of the attraction, theatre, length of 
engagement, p;rsonalities involved in the production and 
a brief resume of the plot. 
lOFeature stories on the attraction's players and 
creators, as well as on any other items of interest 
relating to the production. 
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Preparing copy for the out-of-town program is 
another problem \rlth which the press representative must 
now cope. Short biographies of all important players 
and creators must be written, billing must be properly 
arranged, and proofs sent by the out-of-town printer 
must be checked and sent back for correction, if 
necessary. 
In addition to all of these chores, the press 
representative must also arrange for the housing of all 
personnel connected with the production during its tour. 
This task is one which the press representative has 
traditionally undertaken since the days of the earliest 
touring circuses. ttin those days," says Guy Livingston, 
the dean of Boston's publicists, "the press agent even 
had to select the site for the big top.nll 
Determining the Publics 
Despite the over-all flurry of activity being 
generated during this pre-road session, the press repre-
sentative and his producer continue to hold regular 
conferences to decide how each of the show's many publics 
must be catered to and communicated with. 
!!Interview, Boston, July 13, 1962. 
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During the 1960-61 season, press representative 
Dick ~\Jeaver handled a dramatic production in New York 
called The :·Jall. The play, based on John Hersey's prize-
winning novel about the tribulations of the Je111TS in the 
dar saw Ghetto during World 1/Jar II, ran for about five 
months after receiving respectful, but not rave, notices 
from the New York critics. 
Here are Vveaver' s observations regarding the pro-
blem of delineating of a show's publics: 
What we had to do was divide the theatre-goers 
up into groups so that we could make an approach 
through various avenues to them. 
One of the groups that we felt we might tap were 
the people who had read the play as a book. We be-
lieved that this constituted a ready-made audience. 
Secondly, we felt that we should try to communi-
cate with the Jewish population of New Yorl{. as a 
whole. The size of this grouping and the appeal 
that we felt the play would have to them made this 
special public's support very important to us, parti-
cularly in the beginning. 
Thirdly, we considered organized groups of Jewry 
to be a distinct public, one which we hoped to tap 
through opinion leaders and organization'·,heads in 
the Jewish communities. 
Finally, of course, was the theatre-going public 
as a whole, both i£2the Metropolitan New York area and outside of it. 
12Interview, May 22, 1961. 
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~'Ieaver also discussed the problem of communicating 
with the theatre party agents, a public that numbers less 
than a score, but which ~s vitally important to the pro-
ducer and to the future of the production. 
New York's theatre party agents select a certain 
number of productions each season which they offer to 
various fraternal and social non-profit organizations in 
the New York Metropolitan area who are interested in using 
the sale of tickets to Broadway shows as a means of raising 
funds for their causes. Although the tickets are offered 
to these organizations at discount prices (to be re-sold 
at inflated prices), the large blocs purchased make it 
possible for a production to insure an advance sale which 
'l."lill guarantee at least a limited engagement in New York. 
Producers count on the theatre party business to provide 
the support their shows need until a regular box office 
and mail order advance can be built up. The economics 
of Broadway are such today that a show without a respect-
able advance, lt.rhether through theatre parties or box 
office, can sustain itself only with difficulty. 
The theatre party agents' opinions of a forth-
coming production are therefore of vital concern to the 
producer and his press representative, and much effort 
is expended to win favor in their eyes. 
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As information on well-knovm personnel attached 
to the production and synopses of the script become avail-
able, they are communicated to the theatre party agents. 
After the out-of-town opening, all favorable comments 
from mass media are also presented to them. They are a 
significant public to the press representative until the 
New York opening. Then the emphasis shifts entirely to 
box office and mail order business. 
The Theatrical Press Representative Initiates the Out-of-
Town Campaign13 
The press representative usually sallies forth 
into the hinterlands about four weeks before his attrac-
tion opens its first out-of-town engagement. Armed with 
readers, specials, "head shots"14 and sometimes a sketch 
or cartoon relating to the production, he visits the drama 
editor of each newspaper and lays out his wares. His pri-
mary objective is to have his stories and pictures pub-
lished in the Sunday editions of these papers, since 
13From an interview with Merle Debuskey, Partner, 
Debuskey and Krawitz Publicity, New York, January 12, 1961. 
14studio portraits of personalities, usually 
including only the head and shoulders of the individual. 
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there is more space available on that day, and it is 
generally believed that Sunday is the time when people 
have the leisure and the inclination to casually browse 
through their favorite publication and take careful note 
of its contents. If the theatrical press representative 
is fortunate, an editor may request that he furnish color 
transparencies of a show's leading personality (usually 
female and pretty) for the cover of the newspaper's roto-
gravure section, to appear several weeks hence. Requests 
of this nature are fulfilled with alacrity. 
During his visit to the tryout city, the press 
representative also arranges radio and television inter-
views for people in the cast and attempts to plan as many 
other promotional schemes as he can. This might include 
distribution of window cards and three sheets,15 and mer-
chandising tie-ins with local commercial firms. 
The press representative will continue to make 
trips to the city or cities where the show will be seen 
about once a week, carrying fresh material with him each 
time he makes the journey. During his succeeding visits, 
15Large lithographed posters divided into three 
sections to expedite handling. 
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he must confirm such details as press seating arrange-
ments at the opening night performance and hotel reser-
vations for the cast and production personnel. 
Since at this time he is the only member of the 
producer's staff in the city >"lhere the show opens its 
road tour (everyone else is still laboring on the pro-
duction in New York), he must also act on behalf of the 
producer in regard to arrangement of ticket price scales 
and any one of a number of other matters vital to the 
production. 
Opening Night Out-Of-To\m 
After several weeks of commuting back and forth 
between New York and Boston, New Haven, Philadelphia, 
VHlmington or VJ'ashington (to name a few of the more popu-
lar tryout centers), opening night arrives in the first 
city on the road schedule. 
Like everyone else in the theatre, ••• (!he 
theatrical press representativ~ has two fateful 
nights~6 The first is when the show opens out of 
town (let's say in Boston because press agents are 
fond of Boston--the drama departments are friendly 
there •.••• \lhe press representa ti va shows up at 
the theatre early to drop cozening words to the 
local critics as they file in. 
l6The second fateful night is, of course, opening 
night in New York. 
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When the curtain goes do\m__.fo the accompaniment 
of (Lhe press representative'~ wild applause he 
knows pretty well whether he's got a bomb on his 
hands or not.l7 
"If I think it's doomed," says press representa-
tive Richard Maney, 11 I mute my suspicions. Pressed for 
my opinions by my superiors, I resort to evasive answers. 
There's no point in throwing cold- water on optimistic 
colleagues. Their apparent optimism may mask fears as 
grave as mine.nl8 
Whatever his hopes or fears, the press representa-
tive: must still coordinate one final major undertaking, 
the production picture call, before returning to New York 
and the principal part of his campaign. 
The Picture Call 
All the photos which the press representative 
will use to publicize the show after its opening engage-
ment are usually shot immediately after the second out-of-
to\\TD. performance of the production. 
Because of the time limit imposed by Equity [}he 
Actors' Unio~ and stagehands on a picture call, the 
press agent seeks an experienced photographer rather 
17charles D. Rice, "The Drum Beaters of Broadway,n 
TI1eatre Arts, Vol. 37 (September, 1953), p. 80. 
18panfare (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), 
p. 256. 
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than an inspired one. The nominee should be tact-
ful and conditioned to the moods and megrims of 
his opponents. He must know how to cajole them 
into compliance. To approximate sixty or seventy 
negatives needed, press agent and cameraman must 
have the cooperation of players, stagehands and, 
above all, the stage manager. It's the job of the 
last named to have the players available when called. 
The time allotted the exercise starts with the 
fall of the curtain. But operations can't start 
until the theatre is emptied. To raise the curtain 
prematurely would attract laggards and husbands 
crawJ.ing under seats for their wife's mittens. 
Press agent and photographer plot the pictures 
desired in advance. Each picture, and the players 
involved, is cued with a line of dialogue. A copy 
of the schedule is handed to the stage manager. 
He juggles the sequence to minimize scene and cos-
tume changes. Complying with this strategy, the last 
scene is shot first; succeeding scenes reverse the 
order in which they're played. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
With luck, a press agent may salvage fifty nega-
tives from an out-of-town call.l9 
Pre-New York Opening Campaign 
Armed with the production pictures, the theatri-
cal press representative returns to New York and enters 
into the final and most intensive phase of his campaign 
before the production makes its Broadway bow. From now 
until the New York opening (and beyond, he hopes), his 
energies will be entirely devoted to the task of selling 
the "hit image," to his many publics, through assorted 
media. 
19Ibid., pp. 230; 232. 
- ... 
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A set of good out-of-to\m notices makes the press 
representative's task unquestionably easier at this 
stage of the campaign. Rumors concerning the show's 
success or failure out-of-town inevitably run rife among 
opinion leaders and the drama press. The out-of-town 
critics' reviews are the first authoritative comments 
available, and if they are swiftly and prpperly circu-
lated, they can be telling allies on the side of the 
press representative. 
A common current practice is to have the collected 
set of notices photostated and quickly circulated to all 
columnists and drama staff members of the New York news-
papers, to all other mass media personnel reporting on 
the theatre, to the New York theatre clubs and subscrip-
tion groups like The Theatre Guild, and to the theatre 
party agents. This simple act can prove to be extremely 
effective in creating a positive image of the attraction, 
because the authoritative comments of the out-of-town 
press will establish validity of the show's hit 
potential. 
In the remaining weeks before the New York opening, 
the press representative's office becomes a clearing house 
for all information pertaining to the production. News-
papers, periodicals, radio and television stations call 
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regularly to corroborate or research news of the attrac-
tion, either in regard to its out-of-to,~ tour or to its 
opening in New York. 
Now the press representative must finalize and 
submit all biographical material, billing data and com-
plete information about the show for the Souvenir Book 
and the Playbill. 
A Souvenir Book, containing complete information 
about the show and performers, with many photographs, 
is usually available for musicals, and occasionally 
a dramatic show arranges for a book of this kind. 
They are sold in the lobby of the theater before 
the show, between acts, and afterward. The book is 
published by a firm that specializes in such publi-
cations, but the press agent is reponsible for all 
facts and must supervise the making of it carefully. 
A copy of the Playbill is given to each member of 
the audience. It is printed weekly and contains 
complete information about the show, some biographi-
cal material about the more important performers 
under "l'vho's 'ufuo in the Cast," and advertisements. 
The press agent must also check copy for this ~d 
be certain that it is accurate and up-to-date. 0 
Next the press representative must make arrange-
ments for the opening night seating of the critics and 
other media representatives. 
There are roughly ninety pairs of tickets made 
available for distribution to the press and other 
media outlets for the opening night performance of 
a Broadway show. Some dozen critics of the major 
and secondary New York papers are included, as well 
as critics from the wire services, television net-
works, radio stations and certain key weekly 
20savan, ££• cit., p. 213. 
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magazines. Publications of a less timely nature or 
of a lesser status are put on a second night list. 
Also included on the first night list are colum-
nists and the drama staff members of the important 
New York papers. Five or six of these papers are 
given four pairs each because it is believed that 
the drama reporters representing them are particu-
larly vital to the success of the coming campaign.21 
(!he New York Times and New York Herald Tribune in 
particular are considered vitaiJ 
The press representative must use great care in 
making up these lists, for critics and reporters are con-
stantly changing. An inflexible standard dictates the 
position of each major critic, based on his seniority and 
stature, personal preference or the existence of a private 
feud. In every case, critics 1.'lho have to catch early 
editions are seated on the aisle, making their last-minute 
sprint for the lobby an easy one. 
The Week Before the Opening 
As time grinds inexorably onward and the Broadway 
opening of the attraction becomes imminent, the press 
representative finds himself concentrating on breaking 
in the newspapers the Sunday before the first perform-
ance. Now is the time, if his carefully developed c2mpaign 
has been successful, when the attention of the public and 
all phases of mass media are focused most completely on 
21Interview, l·Jeaver, 'May 22, 1961. 
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his attraction. He tries to capitalize on this temporary 
infatuation by attempting to place photographs and stories 
on the front pages of each paper's drama section and by 
capturing a variety of coverage by wire services, radio 
stations and television netvJOrl{s. 
If the press representative is lucky, he will be 
represented in the Sunday edition of the New York Times 
by an Al Hirschfeld drawing. 
One of his clever line drawings in the Times 
gives any show added prestige. Vfuen a show has been 
chosen for .l\'ir. Hirschfeld to illustrate, he usually 
goes to see the production during its pre-Broadway 
tour and makes his sketches there. 22 
By the end of the vital week before the New York 
opening, the theatrical press representative should have 
his pre-New York opening campaign completed. Once this 
1s behind him, he turns his attention to opening night 
in New York and the campaign that ·will follow. 
22s 1 ·t a van, ....££• £....• 
CHAPT13R V 
THE OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUES 
OF THE niEATRICAL PRESS REPRESENTATIVE: 
OPENING NIGHT IN NEW YORK 
AND POST-QPBNING ACTIVITIES 
Opening Night In New York 
After the hectic activity and intense campaigning 
of previous weeks, opening night at a Broadway show is a 
relatively quiet one for the press representative. The 
dye is cast; now the word of the critics must be awaited 
before further strategy is plotted. 
As the first-night crowds begin to enter the 
theatre, the press representative can generally be found 
near the entrance, clad in black tie and dinner jacket, 
quietly greeting arriving members of the press. Critics 
are left entirely to themselves, for there is an unwritten 
rule in the theatre that critics must not be disturbed 
in any way before they make their fateful decisions. 
The press representative keeps a copy of the press 
seating list with him in the event that a critic or 
another newsman has forgotten or lost the tickets previ-
ously forwarded to him. It is also a simple way to repel 
imposters who frequently try to crash opening night per-
formances in the guise of newsmen. 
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After the curtain comes down, the cast, backers 
and other selected invitees are usually invited to an 
opening night party, given by the producer. While the 
merriment goes on, the press representative is using his 
contacts on the various morning newspapers to get advance 
information on the reviews. As he receives each review 
over the telephone, he quickly digests it and gives it to 
his waiting producer. 
Not long after midnight, the newspapers them-
selves become available. The press representative now 
can get a first-hand idea of the show's chances of sur-
vival. He and the producer have a definite basis now 
on which to plot a course of action. 
The New York Campaign 
The following morning the press representative, 
the producer and usually a representative of the adver-
tising agency confer. They now have the afternoon papers' 
reviews as well as critiques from the wire services, radio 
and television stations. On the basis of these, a deci-
sion is made to either close the show (if the notices 
are unanimously poorl) or create a hard-hitting publicity 
111A set of sour notices is a death sentence. In 
an earlier day, the play charged with hokum and heroics, 
however poisonous to the reviewers, might develop into 
a mint. Today recovery from critical cudgeling is all 
but impossible.tt--Richard Maney, Fanfare (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1957), p. 171. 
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and advertising campaign, utilizing the reviews to pro-
ject the image of a hit (if the reviews are generally 
favorable or mixed). 
If the decision is made to fight, a quote ad 
(one containing the most favorable conooents of the major 
critics) is created to crystalize positive public opinion 
and transform this opinion into a specific desire to 
acquire tickets. Then it is immediately placed in key 
mass media. In many instances, the press representative 
has had the advertising agency reserve space in one or 
more Sunday editions of the New York papers to insure 
that the theatre-going public will be made aware of the 
show's favorable notices during the public's most impres-
sionable period: the week following the opening. These 
advertisements must be placed no later than Wednesday, 
because the drama sections go to press earlier than 
other sections of the paper. 
The press representative now opens his offensive 
on all fronts. If his show has received good reviews, 
he finds it relatively easy to arrange interviews and 
place stories with different media. If his show was 
less warmly received, he finds it considerably more 
difficult. New York's newspapers and other communica-
tions outlets, as well as national publications, are 
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extremely sensitive to the comments of the New York 
critics. Only an unexpected rush at the box office can 
reverse the negative image of a show Which has received 
less than unanimously good notices. This happens occa-
sionally when an "audience show"2 is produced. 
Whatever the attitude of the drama editors, the 
press representative must continue to move his campaign 
forward, in a continued effort to sustain the excitement 
which the pre-opening and opening night activities have 
previously created. Now is the time when the show's pre-
determined publics must be reached and motivated to pur-
chase tickets for the attraction. 
Here is how Dick Weaver approached this phase of 
his campaign for The Wall, which, as previously stated, 
was believed to be of particular interest to various 
stratas of the Jewish Community in the New York Metro-
poli tan area. 
The question of finding the proper avenues of 
communication was paramount in our minds. Since 
the Warsaw Ghetto was so significant in history, an 
attempt was made, with considerable success, to en-
courage a number of politically-oriented columnists 
2Production which is scorned by the critics but 
is favorably feceived by the theatre-going public. 
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for the New York papers to write about the play. 
Another approach which we utilized was to polarize 
the area of contact, because it was felt that if 
the interest of the Jewish clergy could be won, 
they might in turn become spokesmen for the play on 
an even broader level through their pulpits and 
through the various newspapers published by the 
houses of worship of the Jewish faith. Teward that 
end, lists were secured from various associations 
of clergymen, so that direct contact could be made 
with the Jewish clergy of the entire city and sur-
rounding areas. Included in this campaign were all 
Jewish clergy residing within commuting distance of 
New York City. 
Five-hundred letters were sent to these clergy-
men inviting them to see the play as our guests. 
More than half of those invited did attend the show, 
and immediately after the performance, joined in pre-
arranged symposiums with the author, Millard Lampell, 
to discuss the values and importance of the play's 
message. 
The response of these clergymen was enthusiastic. 
Sermons which related to the play's subject were 
delivered in scores of synagogues, and many of the 
clergymen used their synagogues' publications to 
write favorable critiques on the play, suggesting 
that their congregants.see it themselves. The posi-
tive reactions of the Jewish clergy, as well as the 
hundreds of organized Jewish organizations with whom 
we communicated, played an important role in creating 
a groundswell of activity at the box office.3 
While the press representative's efforts are being 
directed primarily toward the drama pages of the New York 
newspapers, he does not ignore the other sections. He 
constantly seeks ways in which he may introduce his show, 
3From an interview with Dick Weaver, of Dick 
Weaver Public Relations, New York, May 22, 1961. 
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or the personalities connected with it, into the society 
page, the sports page, the women's page, the education 
page or a number of special-interest pages which New 
York newspapers publish daily. 4 
To accomplish this, he must find legitimate sources 
of interest in the backgrounds of the show~ personalities 
which would interest the editor of a particular depart-
ment or page. Women's page editors, for example, are 
often interested in doing a feature and photo layout on 
a stage star's home. If a personality appearing in a 
production has a particularly beautiful or interesting 
home, a layout might be suggested to the women's page 
editor of one of the New York newspapers. 
By diversifying his placement in the New York 
newspapers, the press representative often reaches 
readers who might otherwise have not been aware of his 
production. 
Immediately after the show opens, the press repre-
sentative will receive a great number of proposals for 
tie-in promotions. The pattern of the tie-in promotion 
has become more popularly accepted in recent years, and 
it is not uncommon today for Broadway shows to cooperate 
4Gail Plummer, The Business of Show Business (New 
York: Harper and Brothers, l961), pp. 81; 85. 
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in joint promotions with a variety of product producers. 
The show supplies the name and glamour of the theatre; 
the product manufacturer supplies the money for the 
promotion, usually an ad. The press representative, 
however, must approach tie-ins with caution, to determine 
whether or not an association with a particular product 
will enhance or detract from the show's carefully nur-
tured public image. Press representatives generally 
ignore tie-ins with all but the most respectable insti-
tutions. 
In the weeks following the opening of the produc-
tion, the press representative settles down to the routine 
of his campaign. He holds constant consultations with 
his advertising agency to coordinate the placement of 
advertisements. He continues to write releases and fea-
ture stories about various aspects of the play and is 
concerned with the task of arranging interviews for the 
performers with drama reporters, and on radio and tele-
vision interview shows. If he is handling a musical, 
he may be instrumental in arranging for the presentation 
of an excerpt from the show on an important television 
variety program. 
Much of his time is spent on the telephone an-
swering requests for press seats or house seat orders. 
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Press seats are those made available to the press 
representative to be complimentarily issued to deserving 
members of mass media whose presence can benefit the pro-
duction. Among those awarded press seats are newspaper 
and magazine people, representatives of radio and tele-
vision stations, and out-of-town editors who were not 
invited to attend the opening night or second-night per-
formances of the show. 
House seats for every performance are made avail-
able to the press representative to be given to people 
who are not members of the press or of another media 
outlet, but whose good will is important for one reason 
or another. They differ from press seats in that they 
are sold, not given away. The advantage of house seats 
is that good locations can be obtained at box office 
prices. These tickets might not otherwise be available 
for a hit show unless a broker's fee was paid. 
The National Campaisn5 
As the play establishes itself in New York, the 
emphasis of the press representative slowly shifts from 
the local scene to the national. Because no Broadway 
5Interview, Weaver, M~y 22, 1961. 
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production can sustain itself for very long on an audi-
ence strictly comprised of New Yorkers, the press repre-
sentative must find new audiences outside the metropoli-
tan area. 
He does this primarily by encouraging coverage by 
the wire services and national publications, and by utili-
zing the services of a variety of network radio shows and 
television programs. A wire service interview with a 
personality from a Broadway show will appear in many 
hundreds of newspapers situated in major cities across 
the country. A picture in a national publication will be 
seen by millions of readers in every town in the United 
States. Impressions will be made on these readers which 
may well be transferred to a desire for tickets when 
they visit New York City. 
To supplement coverage in these national publi-
cations, many press representatives send material to a 
regular mailing list of hundreds of selected local news-
papers all over the country. These papers are sent 
features and photographs of the show, tailored to the 
needs of local editors. Specific requests for material 
from editors of out-of-town nevvspapers are also honored. 
The campaign in out-of-town media is long-range 
by nature, but its effects can be strongly felt when the 
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New York trade begins to lag, and out-of-town visitors 
fill the gap. 
The Special Event 
"Special events are acts of news engineering. 
The ingredients are time, place, people, activities, 
drama, showmanship."6 
While the press representative continues to pursue 
the regular features of his pre-planned campaign, he is 
always on the lookout for any extraordinary happening 
which may be turned to the advantage of his attraction. 
When it occurs, he must swiftly create a plan which will 
capitalize on this event to the fullest extent possible. 
Such a situation prevailed during the campaign for 
the pla~ The Wall. Mrs. Vera Stern, wife of the famed 
violinist, Isaac Stern, attended a performance of the play 
and learned that it was soon going to close because of 
lack of attendance. Mrs. Stern, deeply moved by the 
play's message, immediately approached the producer, 
Kermit Bloomgarden, and offered to raise funds to support 
the production which she felt deserved a longer run. 
This was of considerable interest to the press and 
6Herbert M. Baus, Public Relations At ~'Jork (New 
York: Harper and Brothers, 1948), p~.186., -
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became even more newsworthy when she succeeded in per-
sonally raising the funds required to keep the show on 
Broadway. 
To insure coverage of the story, press represen-
tative Dick Weaver arranged for Mrs. Stern to conduct a 
special press conference in Kermit Bloomgarden's office. 
Communiqu~s were issued to the drama desks of all New York 
newspapers, as well as to the wire services. Almost 
every invited newsman covered the conference at which 
Mrs. Stern dramatically told of her involvement in the 
plan to save the life of the play. Weaver had also 
arranged for a photographer to be there so that pictorial 
coverage would also be assured. 
As a result of the conference, the story obtained 
coverage in almost every New York newspaper and in other 
papers across the country who received the story from 
the wire services. A photograph of Mrs. Stern at the 
special conference appeared with a large story in the 
following morning's edition of The New York Times.7 
Ideally, all special events are created through 
natural circumstances. But the truly spontaneous 
special event does not occur with any great frequency 
7 Interview, ltJeavert May 22, 1961. 
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in the theatre, and it is therefore necessary, in certain 
circumstances, for the press representative to artificially 
bring about "the dramatization of a news event"8 or stunt. 
Born in the \rorld of entertainment, "stunts have 
a definite place in industrial publicity"9 today, and 
their usage in the theatre has been considerably subdued 
since the days of Harry Reichenbach and the lion in the 
hotel room. 
The stunt is generally applied when a show's atten-
dance figures are lagging or when a producer believes 
that the public must be re-awakened to the presence of 
a long-running hit. 
A good example of a stunt campaign was waged by 
press representative Samuel J. Friedman during the 1948-49 
season when he launched an all-out stunt crusade on 
behalf of a farce play called At War With the Army. 
He inaugurated a "Be Kind to Brass Week." General 
Ralph G. DeVoe received a scroll in recognition of 
his efforts to promote "better understanding between 
enlisted men and the officer personnel." An unem-
ployed actor named Harry Eno was hired to dress up 
8Bert Nevins, 'lliow to Use Stunts to Attain Public 
Relations Objectives," Public Relations Handbook, ed. 
Philip Lesly (New York: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1950), 
p. 623. 
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like the "Sad Sack" character in the play and parade 
around the theatre district each night before curtain 
time to advertise the play. On the two duffle bags 
he carried were stenciled the words "I'm at war with 
the Army--Booth Theatre." Eno also participated, in 
a jeep, in five Army Day parades. An Army colonel 
presided at a special ceremony at which eight members 
of the cast received medals, ribbons and awards still 
due them for their war-time service. 
The u.s. Army and Air Forces Recruiting services 
selected William Lanteau of the cast as ·~r. Raw 
Recruit of 1949." Director Ezra Stone received a 
plaque from the Gag Writers Association designatirg 
the play as "the best laugh show of 1949."10 
Synopsis 
From the time the press representative joins the 
producer's staff to the nostalgic moment when the curtain 
comes down for the last time on a production (sometimes 
this is the evening after the opening), he functions 
under pressures that would dismay a deep sea diver. 
The press representative is caught up in the under-
tow of the pre-production campaign and then is swept out 
of New York into the turgid rapids of the out-of-town 
campaign. Then, too soon, comes the swift passage to 
opening night in New York. The next morning, the press 
representative finds himself sailing either lofty clipper-
lOJack Gaver, Curtain Calls (New York: Dodd, Mead 
and Company, 1949), p. 246. 
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ship through calm waters or paddling for his life on a 
leaky dory amidst unfriendly seas. 
His skills are, by necessity, diverse, and his 
nature 1s individualistic. His chief satisfaction lies 
in acting as a connecting link between the creative 
talents who comprise the world of the theatre and the 
theatre-going public which supports these people. And 
whether the play that the press representative handles is 
a success or not, he always has the satisfaction of 
knowing that by lending a hand to the theatre, he has 
contributed his skills to a vital part of the American 
cultural heritage. 
CHAPTER VI 
A CASE STUDY: 
HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS WITHOUT REALLY TRYING1 
A new musical comedy, How to Succeed in Business 
Without Really Trying, made its debut at the 46th Street 
Theatre in New York on Saturday evening, October 14, 1961. 
Some months before, producers Cy Feuer and Ernest 
Martin had engaged Merle Debuskey and Seymour Krawitz to 
promote the show. The hiring of these press representa-
tives several months in advance of the opening was con-
trary to customary practice. According to Merle Debuskey, 
this unorthodox policy was inspired by Feuer and Martin's 
belief that the show could be a big and successful one, 
but that certain problems might arise which would make 
an early start on the production's public relations 
campaign advisable. 
As soon as they joined the Feuer and Martin organi-
zation, Debuslcey and Krawitz began collecting background 
material on the show,which later could be converted into 
readers, specials and feature stories for the New York 
campaign, and started releasing news of casting as it 
1From a series of interviews with Merle Debuskey, 
Partner, Debuskey and Krawitz Publicity, New York, July 
17, 1962; July 18, 1962; July 20, 1962. 
... 
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occurred. They also met with Feuer and Martin to confer 
on basic themes for the campaign and discuss overall 
objectives. 
"The title of the show was one of our main concerns," 
says Merle Debuskey. "It's probably one of the longest 
titles ever given a Broadway musical, and the image it 
projected was anything but musical comedy. The titles 
of all of Feuer and Martin's other shows, like Can-Can 
and Guys and Dolls immediately suggested fun." 
The producers had decided to use the title 
because they felt it best captured the satiric attitude 
of the show and most honestly reflected its unique 
qualities. 
"Our first major task was to analyze the ele-
ments of the show and concentrate on thoseelements which 
NOuld be most palatable to the public," Debuskey says. 
"We were not primarily concerned with churning out spe-
cific publicity as much as we were with creating an 
agreeable aura, or image, of the show." 
"In the final analysis, tt he a.dds, "our success in 
creating this aura would determine the success of our 
campaign." 
Debuskey explains that there were other potential 
negative factors to consider in planning their program. 
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11 For one thing, the star of the show was not a woman, and 
we did not have authors with a strong current public image. 
Generally speaking, the biggest box office attractions 
in the musical theatre today are women like Ethel Merman 
and Mary Martin or authors like Richard Rodgers and Irving 
Berlin.u 
"Our two stars were Robert Morse, a young man 
't'lho had been well received in three Broadway shows, but 
whose talents were still chiefly appreciated among theatre 
people, and Rudy Valee, who had never performed in a 
book musical on Broadway, and whose image was essentially 
that of a crooner of the twenties, and later of a famed 
radio personality.n 
"In the creative department," Debuskey continues, 
"we had Frank Loesser, who wrote the music and lyrics 
for such Broadway hits as Where's Char,ley?, Guys and Dolls 
and The Most Happy Fella, and director and co-author Abe 
Burrows, also involved in Guys and Dolls, Can-Can and 
Silk Stockings. Though both of these men were enormously 
talented and their contributions to the musical stage 
known to almost everyone, neither of them had ever 
bothered to aggrandize himself in the public's eye. 
In conference with Feuer and Martin, the press 
representatives agreed that an immediate program would 
have to be effected to counter the effects of the poten-
tially misleading title, and, whenever possible, to turn 
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it to their advantage. This was accomplished by planting 
i terns in the entertainment columns of the New York re ws-
papers that made jokes about the long title. 
"This had the effect of making the title a plus 
factor," Debuskey says. ttif people couldn't remember the 
whole title or what it was about, they would remember a 
part of it, and more importantly, that it was funny." 
Considerable planning also went into the selection 
of an effective and memorable "logo" or pictorial symbol 
which would successfully communicate the idea of irreve-
rent fun. From this planning came the silhouette illu-
stration of an office chair containing the title of the 
show. Extending from one side of the chair was a man's 
grey-flannel-clad arm grasping a telephone receiver. 
On the other side extended a pair of shapely female legs. 
"It was clean, simple and modern, " says Debuskey, 
"and it said, in effect, 'this is the title, but we're 
not serious.'" 
Early in August, Debuskey and Krawitz placed a 
full18ge mail-order ad in the Sunday edition of The New 
York Times Drama Section through their advertising agency, 
Blaine Thompson. The advertisement carried all the vital 
information on the show and used the newly selected logo 
as an illustration. 
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"We placed this size ad for two reasons," Debuskey 
states. "First, we wanted to establish the importance of 
the attraction in the minds of the opinion makers in New 
York as well as to precondition the general public to 
the existence of the show. Second, we wanted to solicit 
mail-order ticket purchases so that we might roughly 
assess the public's initial response to the forthcoming 
production." 
The public's response to the mail-order ad was 
moderate, according to Debuskey, and it convinced the 
producers that a heavy advertising campaign would not 
induce the public to buy tickets until the proper image 
of the show was firmly implanted in people's minds. 
However, the ad did achieve effective results 
with a public which the producers considered of para-
mount importance at this stage--the theatre party agents. 
"By the time we opened in New York in October, we 
had a half million dollars at the box office," Debuskey 
says. "Most of that business was from theatre parties 
who were sold by the party agents." 
"Following the placement of the 1 arge mail-order 
ad, we photostated and sent out a continuous barrage of 
published features and out-of-town reviews to the New 
York theatre party agents. The theatre parties were 
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booked in solidly, so that when the show opened in New 
York, all performances for the first few weeks were sold 
out, giving the word-of-mouth campaign a chance to operate 
and, in general, creating the image of a hit.2" 
As rehearsals went into full swing in New York, 
Debuskey and Krawitz inaugu~ated their campaign in Phila-
delphia where the show was scheduled to open on September 
4, 1961 at the Shubert Theatre. They visited the drama 
editors of the Philadelphia newspapers with their pre-
pared material and provided additional stories and art-
work to fulfill other requests for material. Window 
cards and ads were placed, although Debuskey points out 
that considerable moderation was used in advertising 
because of the producers' belief that it would not be 
effective. 
While one press representative fanned the flames 
of public interest in Philadelphia, the other continued 
to operate the New York campaign, feeding material to 
drama desks, arranging with feature writers to interview 
the cast during rehearsals and placing personalities from 
the show on radio and television interview programs. 
2 
This is contrary to the customary practice of New 
York producers who usually prefer to stretch their 
theatre parties out over an extendedperiod of time after 
the New York opening. 
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Hotel reservations were made; program and sou-
venir journal copy was written and proofed. Rehearsal 
photos were captioned and placed, and requests for spe-
cial material, like by-line pieces by the creators of 
the show, were filled. 
How to Succeed in Business Without Really Tryin~ 
opened in Philadelphia on Labor Day to unanimously good 
notices and settled down to a five-week run before re-
turning to New York. 
"Despite the good notices, the show did only 
moderately well in Philadelphia at first," Debuskey 
notes, "although Philadelphia is traditionally considered 
a good town for musicals. Of the four musicals in Phila-
delphia at the time, How to Succeed in Business Without 
Really Trying ranked fourth in box office grosses in the 
beginning." 
The press representatives and producers held a 
special conference at this point to analyze the reasons 
why the sh0\'17 was not doing the business which the reviews 
normally would have produced in Philadelphia. 
It was decided that the title was still the major 
culprit and was failing to appeal to: 
1. Women--who usually select the shows which they 
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and their husbands will see. 
2. "The tired businessman." 
"The general opinion appeared to be that the 
title suggested a grave and heavy theme about business, 
and that it was not particularly funny or romantic," says 
Debuskey. "At this point, we seriously considered 
changing the title." 
This course of action was eventually voted down, 
and the press representatives renewed their campaign to 
sell the image of How to Succeed in Business Without 
Really Trying as a bright and irreverent romp, with 
title intact. 
"The uniqueness of the title later proved to be 
an added promotion bonus," Debuskey adds. 
The focus of the press representatives shifted 
back to New York in the weeks prior to the Broadway 
opening. They instigated an effective word-of-mouth 
campaign by inviting opinion leaders to see the show in 
Philadelphia, secure in the knowledge that the musical 
was in excellent condition and could withstand the harsh-
est scrutiny. As the accounts of these opinion leaders 
and news of the good Philadelphia reviews filtered back 
to New York, the aura of success which Debuskey and 
Krawitz were trying to create, began to grow. Reports 
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of the musical's mounting box office grosses began to cir-
culate in New York as the contagious word-of-mouth campaign 
in Philadelphia spurred more and more people to see the 
show. By the fifth and final week 1n Philadelphia, the 
Standing-Room-Only sign was posted at every performance. 
How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying 
opened in New York on Saturday nigh~, October 14th, to 
the unanimous acclaim of the New York critics. The pro-
ducers had deliberately opened the show on a Saturday 
night because they believed it would be difficult for the 
critics to write an intelligent review under the deadline 
pressures, and they wanted to allow them sufficient time 
to give it complete thought.3 
Using the critics' endorsement as the theme of 
the campaign, Debuskey and Krawitz amplified their post-
opening operation. 
They capitalized on the mutually agreed fact that: 
1. Robert Morse was the biggest success of the 
current season. 
2. Rudy Vallee had achieved a triumphant comeback. 
Their campaign efforts were made considerably 
3New York critics from the morning papers usually 
must race back to their offices in midtown Manhattan 
immediately after the show and quickly hammer out a 
review in order to catch the deadline for copy. 
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easier in that all the New York media outlets were eager 
to disseminate information about the show. 
Stories on Morse, Vallee and other personalities 
connected with the production v;ere carried in all of the 
New York papers and through the wire services to news-
papers across the country. Periodicals, radio and tele-
vision shows also gave the musical extensive coverage, 
while the unavailability of tickets during the first 
weeks of the run (thanks to the producers' foresighted 
mass booking of theatre parties) heightened the atmosphere 
of success. 
As the show's carefully nurtured hit image grew, 
Debuskey and Krawitz broadened their campaign and began 
placing material into media outlets not normally acces-
sible to theatrical attractions. Stories and photos 
had been set in publications like Business 1/Jeek, Forbes 
magazine, and Office Management before the New York opening, 
but an increasing number of business publications gave 
the show layouts because of its enormous success and, 
more specifically, because business was the theme of the 
show. 
"We think that the breaks we received in these busi-
ness publications were highly effective in correcting the 
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inaccurate image which many businessmen had of the show 
and its theme," says Debusl\:ey. 
They also pointed their efforts toward fashion and 
women's interest publications, for two reasons. First, 
they felt that there was still a degree of resistance by 
women because they were misled by the title of the show, 
and second, they wanted to popularize Robert Morse's image 
as an attractive star and convert Rudy Vallee's image as 
a crooner of the twenties to that of an active, current 
figure. 
Ano~her small, but vital, public which Debuskey 
and Krawitz had to reach effectively was composed of 
motion-picture studio chiefs and the heads of the impor-
tant independent film-producing firms. It was important 
that this group be convinced of the show's success, 
because the producers of How to Succeed in Business With-
out Really Trying were negotiating with a number of them 
for the film rights to the musical. 
Shortly after the New York opening of the show, 
Newsweek magazine informed the press representatives that 
they were interested in doing a cover layout and story on 
Robert Morse. Debuskey and Krawitz were enthusiastic 
about the idea and felt that this opportunity to communi-
cate with a national public should be utilized to further 
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reenforce the image of the musical as a lighthearted spoof 
of business, full of beautiful girls and replete with 
humor. They achieved their objective by convincing the 
editors of Newsweek that besides Robert Morse, the cover 
picture should include Bonnie Scott and Virginia Martin, 
both of whom feature prominently in the show, as well 
as several of the dancers in their most revealing costumes. 
The November 27, 1961 issue of Newsweek featured a four-
color photograph of Robert Morse on its cover. Subtly 
introduced in the background were Bonnie Scott, Virginia 
Martin and three glamorous dancers. 
Proposals for tie-ins were profuse as the musical 
established itself as New York's hottest attraction. 
The catchy title was vastly appealing to a great many 
business concerns who wanted to adapt it for use in 
their own promotional programs. Debuskey and Krawitz 
were considerably restrained in their approach to tie-in 
participation and allowed the title to be used only when 
they felt the association would be completely favorable. 
Because of their stature as publications, The New York 
Times, The New York World-Telegram-Sun and Sports Illu-
strated were among the few organizations selected for 
tie-ins. 
Two occurrences in the early months of the run 
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were of inestimable value to the public relations campaign, 
according to Debuskey. 
These were the visits of President John F. Kennedy 
in January, 1962 and of Astronaut John Glenn and his 
fellow astronauts after his triumphant orbital space 
flight in March, 1962. 
"Several reporters from New York newspapers called 
to confirm rumors that President Kennedy would be seeing 
How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying that 
evening," he says. "We knew nothing about it, but we 
decided that we'd better find out quickly." 
A call to White House Press Secretary Pierre 
Salinger 1n ~ashington confirmed the fact, but Debuskey 
and Krawitz were requested not to confirm this informa-
tion for the New York newspapers. 
"Naturally, we honored Mr. Salinger's request," 
Debuskey says. "From then on we answered all queries 
from newspapers by stating that we could not confirm 
this information, but that we would be at the theatre 
that night if they wanted to reach us." 
1-'ihen Debuskey and Krawitz arrived at the 46th 
Street Theatre that evening, Secret Servicemen were 
present everyv11here, and an extra detail of New York City 
Police were stationed outside the theatre to hold back 
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curious crowds who had heard about the impending visit to 
the theatre. 
The two press representatives established contact 
vd th the head of the Secret Service detail and ascertained 
that only two reporters, "pool men," representing the 
wire services, would be allowed inside. All other reporters 
and all photographers were banned, he said at this time. 
When the New York press corps learned of the ban, 
there was considerable dissent, but Debuskey and Krawitz 
arranged to have the photographers stationed outside the 
theatre beside the marquee, so that they might photograph 
the President as he passed under the marquee into the 
theatre. Other photographers were placed in the windows 
of the Hotel Edison, located directly across the street 
from the theatre. It was veritably impossible for a 
photograph of the President to be taken without the name 
of the show on the theatre marquee appearing in it somewhere. 
"After the other reporters negotiated for thirty 
minutes with the Secret Serviceman in charge, he finally 
agreed to let them in the theatre, if they would stand in 
the back," Debuskey continues, "but the ban on photographers 
remained in effect, except for our own publicity photographer." 
President Kennedy attended the performance of How 
to Succeed in Business Without ReallX Trying and departed 
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without incident. 
Headlines in the newspapers the following morning 
proclaimed Kennedy's presence in bold type, and photo-
graphs of him in front of the marquee verified the fact. 
Every newspaper in New York carried a front-page story 
about the President's visit, and radio and television 
newscasts confirmed it over the airwaves. 
"The morning after the President's visit," Debuskey 
recalls, "we rushed our photographer's film negatives to 
~magazine. The forms for that week's issue were 
already locked, but because of the immediacy of the event 
and the exclusive pictorial coverage of the President 
inside the theatre, the form was broken, the page layout 
was changed, and the photo ran across two pages." 
The other weekly periodicals followed the story 
up, using photographs taken by their own or wire service 
reporters. 
"A month and a half later," Debuskey says, "Colonel 
John Glenn and his fellow astronauts visited the show, 
and we received spreads in the newspapers similar to 
those published during the President's visit. This time, 
however, we arranged for Colonel Glenn and the other astro-
nauts to visit the cast backstage after the performance, 
and we received permission from the security force in 
charge of the Glenn Party to allow the New York press 
photographers inside." 
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The effect of the President's and the Astronauts' 
visits to How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying, 
with all the accompanying media coverage, was a vital 
factor in solidifying the already booming success of the 
show, according to Debuskey. 
The title began to be used everywhere: in poli-
tical cartoons on the editorial page, in baseball head-
lines on the sports page, and as a vernacular expression 
of the general public. 
Debuskey and Krawitz continued to fill all requests 
by media representatives for information on the show, but 
they slowly began to switch their emphasis from local to 
national coverage. To augment their national campaign, 
they utilized their mailing list of more than four-hundred 
local newspapers, situated in cities around the United 
States. At regular intervals, they would send out fea-
tures and photos related to the show which would comple-
ment the campaign they were continuing through the 
national periodicals and syndicated columns. They also 
began to concentrate on furnishing material to the New 
York representatives of out-of-town newspapers. 
"This part of our public relations program may not 
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be felt innnediately,t' says Debuskey, "but the box office 
will feel its effects as the notential New York audiences 
diminish and the out-of-to'Wll. visitors take up the slack." 
TI1e press representatives' basic campaign theme 
was changed in May, 1962. 
'~ntil May, the essential image we were projecting 
was that of a big hit which was selling out at every per-
formance for an indefinite period," Debuskey notes. 
"But we didn't want to intimidate prospective ticket-
buyers for future performances. So we changed the empha-
sis of our campaign to win mail-order business on a 
national scale, suggesting that tickets are now available 
through January, 1963." 
The Drogram which Merle Debuskey and Seymour 
Krawitz planned and carried out exemplifies the tactics 
of the modern public relations practitioner in the legi-
timate theatre today. 
As has been shown, they utilize their broad know-
ledge of media and their understanding of the peculiar 
problems of the theatre, to the best advantage of their 
client, the producer. 
The planning an augmentation is keyed at all times 
to the objectives of the producer. Their single goal, 
the successful marketing of the production, is never 
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forgotten. 
Debuskey and Krawitz' campaign deviated from the 
usual pattern of public relations programs in only two 
respects. TI1ey did not utilize any stunts in their cam-
paign or rely on advertising to any significant extent 
for communication with the public. Stunts were omitted, 
and restraint was used in the placement of advertising 
because the press representatives and the producers did 
not think that either of these promotional tools was 
appropriate to the show's campaign. 
But in almost every other instance, the planning 
and techniques Merle Debuskey and Seymour Krawitz have 
administered on behalf of How to Succeed in Business 
Without Really Trying are the same as those being used 
by most theatrical press representatives in New York 
today. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUM.MARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Public relations started as publicity--now just 
one of its phases--because,as it became harder for 
people with different backgrounds to understand and 
know about each other, the first necessity was for 
one group to tell others about itself. 
In developing, public relations has come to in-
clude a great many other functions besides telling 
about someone or some group. It. • .helps the 
group determine what it must do to get the good 
will of others; it plans ways and means of w1nning 
that good trill; and it carries on activities de-
signed to win it. In the process of doing these 
things, it encompasses a treat many functions, 
concepts, and techniques. 
This concise definition essentially summarizes 
the difference between the theatrical press representa-
tive and other types of entertainment promotion practi-
tioners. It also underlines the similarities between 
the theatrical press representative and the more widely 
recognized non-entertainment public relations specialist. 
Although he owes his birth to Barnum and his 
early tradition to the fast-talking advance man m th the 
flip remark and the fabricated fact, the theatrical press 
representative has grown as far apart from these people 
1Philip Lesly, ttExactly What is Public Relations?u 
Public Relations Handbook, ed. Philip Lesly (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950), pp. 4; 5. 
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as has the contemporary industrial public relations prac-
titioner from Ivy Lee am his historic campaign to have 
John D. Rockefeller hand out silver dimes.2 
The theatrical press representative today must 
approach his craft with as much professionalism and 
dedication as he can muster, for the 'I.'VOrld has changed 
rapidly since the irresponsible hrenties, a period when 
some of the theatre's most notorious stunts were perpe-
trated. 
Press agentry was long in disrepute because its 
workmen were undisciplined in their exaggerations, 
reckless in their claims and promises. By trial and 
error. • • {!he theatrical press repres~n ta ti ve ha.§} 
learned that if •.•• \Jl<Lt hopes to surv1ve on Broad-
way ••• {E.e'<[l best eschew the brazen fakes of which. 
thi§J professional forefathers boasted.3 
He must no longer indulge himself in these "brazen 
fakes" of by-gone days for a variety of valid reasons. 
First, he would be excommunicated by the editors 
of every newspaper in New York if he succeeded in carry-
ing out the elaborate hoaxes that were the hallmark of 
the early press agents. His copy would thereafter be 
discarded as unreliable and untrustworthy. 
2Bert Nevins, "How to Use Stunts to Attain Public 
Relations Objectives," Ibid., p. 630• 
~ichard Maney, "Lucubrations of a Press Agent," 
The New York Times Magazine, May 5, 1946, p. 20. 
• • 
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Second, a press representative whose material is 
suspect by the press is not likely to be employed by a 
reputable and· experienced producer. Producers are very 
demanding today, and can't afford to employ a press repre-
sentative who lacks a good liaison with the press. 
Third, a press representative who indulges in mal-
practice is liable to be brought up on charges by the 
Board of Governors of The Association of Theatrical Press 
Agents and Managers, and if he is found guilty, he may 
be fined or even suspended. 
For these reasons the legitimate theatrical press 
representative is as devoted to upholding high ethical 
standards as is any public relations practitioner in the 
non-entertainment field. 
The techniques of the theatrical press representa-
tive have also undergone streamlining as the years have 
passed. 
Such an eminent public relations counselor as 
Edward R. Bernays was instrumental in adapting at least 
one industrial DUblic relations technique to the theatre. 
The circumstances under which this occurred were reported 
by Eric F. Goldman in his book, Two Way Street: 
••• as early as 1913, while he was still associ-
a ted with the Medical Review of RevielvS, Bernays' 
worlc was intimating something beyond mere shrewdness 
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and effectiveness. Hearing that the actor Richard 
Bennett wanted to produce "Damaged Goods," but could 
not get it launched because of the outspoken 1:vay it 
dealt with venereal disease, Bernays proposed to 
Bennett the organization of a "Sociological Fund" to 
back the play. Bennett could recognize an idea when 
he saw one. Invitations to join the Sociological 
Fund went out to a large number of prominent people; 
acceptances poured back and the contagion of interest 
was soon spreading from the big names to little 
people. "Damaged Goods" was not only produced, but 
launched into a long run, and "syphilis" took giant 
strides toward the language of respectability. Here 
was shrewd and effective publicity, but it was also 
a good deal more. It concerned ~ subject as remote 
from Ivy Lee's business interests as it was from a 
press agent's circus. It relied not on direct publi-
city, but on stimulating the predilections of group 
leaders and thus indirectly creating a mass interest 
in the project being publicized. It was psycholo-
gical in method, social in import.4 
This adoption of public relations procedure was 
not an isolated case, although the instance that is cited 
pre-dated by many years the popular usage of modern public 
relations techniques in the theatre. 
Before the theatrical press representative could 
truly come of age, he still had to reach the era of the 
1930s, when writing ability became a ne\'1 and vital hall-
mark of his trade. 
TI1e need for \~iting skills has increased in sub-
sequent years. Today, the press representative who can-
not write in a versatile and literate fashion (or hire an 
4 CBoston: Bellman Publishing Company, Inc.), p. 14. 
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associate to write for him) is not likely to find con-
stant employment. 
Similarly, he must steep himself in a knowledge 
of media, both for advertising and publicity purposes. 
His knowledge must be comprehensive enough to permit him 
to responsibly administer promotional programs costing 
many thousands of dollars. An inadequate grasp of the 
technology of these areas would be disasterous to all 
concerned, particularly to him. 
Just like his counterpart in the non-theatrical 
field, he must deal with numerous publics, and be capable 
of selecting those tools and techniques which will best 
aid him in communicating with these publics through the 
proper media.5 
His preoccupation with these publics, which are 
often of a compact and highly specialized nature, has 
been underlined repeatedly in the text of this paper. 
They are the subject of intensive consultation with the 
producer from the very beginning of the campaign, and the 
press representativers success or failure to properly 
communicate with them often spells the success or failure 
5see Gene Harlan and Alan Scott, Contempcr ary 
Public Relations: Princi les and Cases (New York: 
Prent1ce-Ilall, Inc., 1955 , pp. 19-85. 
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of a production. 
The pre-determination of campaign goals and images 
~s a vital consideration of the press representative and 
his producer and must be decided upon before a promotional 
program can be effectively carried out. The pianningof 
these basic components is directly comparable with Edward 
L. Bernays' concept of preparing major campaign objectives 
and themes • 
• • • the engineer of consent should consider the 
objectives of his activity. He should have clearly 
in mind at all times precisely where he is going and 
what he wishes to accomplish. He may intensify 
already existing favorable attitudes; he may induce 
those holding favorable attitudes to take construc-
tive action; he may convert disbelievers; he may 
disrupt certain antagonistic poigts of view •••• 
Goals should be defined exactly • 
• • • themes contain the ideas to be conveyed; 
they channel the lines of approach to the public; 
and they must be expressed through whatever media 
are used. The themes are ever present but intan-
gible--comparable to what in fiction is called the 
"story line. 1.-r 
The theatrical press representative's method of 
operation does differ, however, from that of the non-
entertainment public relations practitioner, in one 
respect. 
6Edward L. Bernays, Public Relations (Norman, 
Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press, 1952), p. 162. 
7!£i2., pp. 165; 166. 
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The theatrical press representative and the pro-
ducer must select the themes and determine the objectives 
of the production's campaign without the benefit of a care-
fully conducted public opinion survey which would bring 
to light more explicitly the theatre-going public's atti-
tudes towards the forthcoming production and the appeals 
which would be most effectively utilized in the coming 
campaign. 
The need for pre-campaign surveys may be discounted, 
to an extent, by the rationale that a show is an amorphous 
thing, and that its true desirability cannot be judged 
until it haspassed through the grinding and polishing 
process of the out-of-town tryout and has made its New 
York debut. 
But the primary reason why this initial step is 
by-passed is that the budget of a Broadway-bound produc-
tion cannot absorb the costs of such a survey. With the 
costs of producing shows sky-rocketing higher each year, 
it is not likely that a place will be found for such an 
expenditure. 
In its place, the press representative and the 
producer must rely on the wisdom which their years on 
Broadway have accrued for them, as well as on the know-
ledge of their associates in the production. This must 
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be coupled with an ability to change ~Hrection swiftly, 
when one avenue of approach proves to be ineffective,and 
another proves more promising. 
In no way, however, is this meant to suggest that 
these stop-gap methods are a substitute for the carefully 
prepared and administered public opinion survey, as 
espoused by the leading practitioners of the public 
relations profession. 
In 1948, Edward L. Bernays was employed by the 
League of New York Theatres to conduct a public rela-
tions survey of the American legitimate theatre's rela-
tionships \rlth its publics, both within the theatre and 
outside. Bernays' findings, filling 850 pages and four 
thick volumes, were submitted to the League for consi-
deration •. 
The report pointed out that there was no single 
cause for the problems of the American theatre. "It is 
a complex problem which arises from the interaction of 
many social and economic factors, and involves many 
intrinsic relations, attitudes and actions on the part 
of many different elements in our society," Bernays said.8 
8Edward L. Bernays, "The;:dre Survey," Theatre 
Arts, Vol. 33 (December, 1949), p. 93. 
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Bernays recommended that the League take action 
along a broad front. He proposed that committees be 
established to study such specific problem areas as 
educational relations, governmental relations, group 
relations and press relations. 
He also proposed a number of other solutions 
including formulation of a standard public relations 
policy to be issued by the League, telling how it intends 
to deal with the public, a theatrical clinic in promotion 
and advertising, and training courses on how to behave 
toward the public for box office personnel, ushers, 
concessionaires and house managers. 9 
His action program was considered by the League, 
but has never been effectively acted upon. 
If the theatre is to survive, it seems that it 
must follow the course outlined by Bernays. In a theatre 
beset by annually increasing production mortality rate$, 
steadily decreasing numbers of available playhouses, and 
waning sources of investment capital, the implementation 
of Bernays' program, which is nothing less than a compre-
hensive public relations plan, is a necessity today, even 
more so than it was in 1948. If this plan of action were 
9Ibid., pp. 17; 20; 93. 
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adopted in both the near and distant future, the state 
of well-being of the theatrical press representative, as 
well as of the theatre industry, would be immeasurably 
improved. For the continued stature and growth of the 
theatrical press representative depend on the continued 
stature and growth of the American legitimate theatre. 
Inasmuch as the theatrical press representative is the 
theatre's public relations specialist, he would do well 
to support programs that seek new and better methods of 
promulgating the virtues of the theatre. 
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APPENDIX A. 
Chapter I - Introduction 
What Is A Theatrical Press Representative? 
Legitimate Theatre - Definition 
Mil ton ';ieintraub, Secretary-Treasurer of A. T .P .A.M.: 
"TI1e jurisdiction of A.T.P.A.M. covers the legiti-
mate theatre, and when I say the legitirnte theatre I 
refer to stage productions, opera, ballet, circus, carnival 
and concerts." (Interview, .May 16, 1961) 
Bernard Sobel: 
nThea tre, Legitim ate - A term originating in the 
situation produced by the monopoly of the two English 
patent theatres, Drury Lane and Convent Garden. During the 
18th Century many theatres under various disguises attempted 
to operate in spite of the monopoly. Singing and dancing, 
spectacular shows, and melodramas abounded in the new 
theatres, ~1ich the patent theatres contemptuously referred 
to as "illegitimate." During the 19th Century "legitimate 
the<:tre" came to stand for the standard five-act play 
depending solely on the actor in performance, in contrast 
to revues, crude farce, and shows featuring music and 
dance." 
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The theatrical press representatives concentrated $phere 
of activity is commented upon by Richard Maney in his 
autobiography, Fanfare : 
My orbit is limited. It's confined to the Forties • 
. . . • New York's twenty-eight legitimate theatres are in 
an area ten blocks long and two wide. Nev.r York's rial to 
1s bounded on the north by Fifty-first Street (the Mark 
Hellinger), on the south by Forty-first Street (National). 
Sixth Avenue is its easterly limit, Eighth Avenue its 
western flank. Rarely is it necessary for me to leave 
this quarter. Messengers carry releases and photographs 
to the newspapers and other.media. The amusement adver-
tising agencies come to my office for copy and bring me 
proofs for approval. Interviews, story assignments and 
pictorial layouts are set up on the telephone. Prose 
essays are submitted by post." 
"I haven't sortied south of Fortieth Street in 
ten years. Not since Gentlemen Prefer Blondes hammed 
the Ziegfeld have I ventured as far north as Fifty-, 
Fourth Street •.••• u 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), p. 345. 
APPENDIX B. 
Chapter III 
A.T.P.A.M. and Ethics 
Prohibition Against Doubling, as stated in A.T.P.A.~l. 
Constitution, General By-Laws, Provision G; 
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No employee member of A.T.P.A.M. shall be permitted 
to double in the position of another employee, working 
in the theatre or for the attraction, regardless of 
whether the position of the other employee falls under 
the jurisdiction of the A.T.P.A.M., nor at any one time 
discharge the duties of more than one position 1rithin the 
classification of services under the jurisdiction of the 
union, except for multiple employment of press agents in 
New York City, as provided for in minimum basic agreement. 
A Union member may, however, occupy the position of house: 
manager and company manager in a stock company operation 
as defined in the basic agreement. 
Limitations of Multipliciti, as stated in the A.T.P.A.M. 
Constitution, Article III, Section 33: 
Each of the New York legitimate attractions press 
agents shall be limited to a maximum multiple employment 
of six (6) attractions at the same time and the aforemen-
tioned press agents shall provide rules and regulations 
for the employment of associate press agents in accordance 
with the terms of the provisions applicable thereto as set 
forth in the }.Iinimum Basic Agreement executed by the Union 
with the League of New York Theatres on M<'rch 26, 1938, 
and Amendments thereto, entered into September 22, 1939, 
and such provisions shall constitute the minimum provisions 
therefor; further amendments, if any, to be in the direction 
of increasing the number of associate press agents in 
relation to the said maximum number of attractions. 
Minimum Conditions of Multiple Employment of Press Agents 
in New York City - A.T.P.A.M. Constitution 
(A) On one attraction--One senior press agent. 
(B) Cn two attractions--One senior press agent and 
one associate press agent. 
(C) Oh three attractions--One senior press agent 
and one associ2te press agent. 
(D) On four attractions--Cne senior press agent 
and two associate press agents. 
(F..) On five attractions--One senior press agent 
and two associate press agents. 
(F) On six attractions--One senior press agent 
and three associate press agents. 
(G) S0laries for the first, second and third asso-
ciates as set forth in minimum basic agreement. 
Provision regarding Termination of Employment, A.T.P.A • .M. 
Constitution: 
1. In the event the Employer or the company manager 
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or the press agent shall desire to terminate the indi-
vidual agreement of employment prior to the closing of 
the attraction, either party shall give the other party 
at least two weeks' notice in writing of his intention 
to terminate said agreement, in which event said agree-
ment shall terminv.te at the expiration of said two week 
period. In lieu of giving said notice, the Employer may 
accompany said notice with payment of two full weeks' 
salary, in which event the individual agreement shall 
terminate upon the giving of such notice and the payment 
of said monies provided that a replacement is made imme-
diately upon the giving of said notice and payment. In 
the event that a play is on a week to week basis, the 
Company Manager or Press Agent need give only one week's 
notice. 
If the employee gives notice, the employee is not entitled 
to return fare, he is also obliged to pay the fare of 
member replacing him to point of replacement. 
2. If a play runs 4 week or less, the Employer 
may close the play and terminate the employment,of all 
members of the Union engaged forthe play or theatre in 
which it is presented, without notice. This provision 
does not in any way affect the tenure of employment of 
the house manager. 
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3. If the play shall have run more than 4 weeks, 
the Employer shall give one week's notice of closing, 
or pay one weelc' s salary in lieu thereof. 
4. In the event that an attraction closes on a 
Saturday night, both the company manager and the house 
manager s1:all receive at least one day's additional 
pay for the purpose of finishing the detail work in 
connection with his employment •••• \Vhere an attraction 
closes in the middle of the weelc, the house and company 
managers and press agents shall receive their weekly 
salary for that week. • • • 
Obligation (of a member) - Preamble of A.T.P.A.M. 
Constitution: 
J, of my own free will, do sincerely promise to 
abide by the laws of this Union. 
I also promise to bear true allegiance to the 
American Federation of Labor and to keep inviolate the 
traditional principles, namely; thr t it is the mission of 
the trade unions to protect the wage-earner against opre-
ssion and every species of injustice. 
I further solemnly promise that I will never lrnow-
ingly \'Jrong a brother or see him wronged, if it be in 
my power to prevent it. 
All of this I solemnly promise, with the full 
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knowledge that to violate this pledge is to stamp me as 
a man devoid of principle and destitute of honor. 
Objectives of A.T.P.A.M., as stated in A.T.P.A.M. Con-
stitution, Article II, Objects: 
First: To bring together, in a business and 
fraternal relationship, all those theatrical press agents 
and managers, men and women, who are eligible for member-
ship. 
Second: To foster a high standard of work and 
conduct among its members and to uphold only those prac-
tices which are fair and honorable. 
Third: To obtain and maintain equitable forms of 
contracts between its members and their employers and to 
improve the general working conditions and remuneration 
for its members. 
Fourth: To encourage its members to merit the 
esteem and confidence of business associates by rendering 
faithful and efficient service at all times. 
Fifth: To urge its members to make every effort 
in their power for the betterment of the theatre and 
amusements in general. 
J 
j 
.. 
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APPENDIX C. 
Chapter VI 
A Case Study: 
How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying 
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New York Journal-American 
* Thurs., Nov. 2, 1961·17 
New York Cavalcade: 
.t\Ion.g Prattle· Tattle Lane 
By LOUIS SOBOL 
ONE OF Ol1R most distinguished States" and adds blithely "Miss Gabor, women has been told by the presumably, will provide the fire her-
medicos she is af!licted with the dread self" •.. Tomorrow fn tribute to Song-
leukemia-but persists in carrying on writer Harry Revel, who passedawayon 
with hrr multifarious activities, insist- Nov. 3, 1958, platter spinners will de-
ing bravely, "That's my only cure."... vote programs to hlm and his songs 
Edc!ie Cantor has been ("Stay as Sweet as You Are," "Did You 
tapped for the March Ever See a Dream Walking?," "Love 
of D 1m e s Humani- Thy Neighbor" etc., etc.) It's to be 
tarian Award-the big won't forget that the 
dinner being scheduled 
for the W a 1 do r f 's 
Grand Ballroom, Feb. 
27th. Georgie Jesse! 
will emcee -- Jar k 
Benny and Bob Hope 
will be among the 
speakers . . . Sorry I 
couldn't turn oJt for 
MaLlsia's Twist. party 
a: the Wagon Wheel jast nigh ··--~.-~~~~~j-~~~fll~~ honor of Louella Parsons and Perle-
Mesta-I should have liked to have 
demonstrated my agility except that 
my hips and spin.e are still sore since 
my last frenzied demonstration ••• 
* * * Now that his scare bomb tests are 
completed (maybe) Khrushchev is 
ready to pas.s word to the Westerners 
1 hat if they make certain concessions, 
hP.IJ n•rst "Ri!.~t 0~>>"l'Ylll'1 hn~<: WAlt.,,. 
next Spring., .• A.slde to Khrushie: Ter-
ror is mostly "error"-think that over 
• • • Gower Champion, who once had 
dreams of being a movie star, isn't do-
ing so badly at that. After hitting the 
top as director-choreographer of two 
Broadway smashes, "Carnival" and 
''Bye Bye Birdie" he now comes to the 
fllms as director of the forthcoming 
Tonv Curt111 starrer: "Plavbov." . 
Example of humorous column item planted in entertainment columns 
of New York n~wspapers to guarantee that theatre~goers would not 
forget the lerig\}ly .. title of .th~ Broadway musical, How to Succeed 
in Busine~s Without Really Trying. 
''0/,:,--\~ 
i),, . 
,, '' ~;~~:::::;,';:,> ' 
-~"'y:_'-,··---··----' 
' 
: 
' 
' 
Illustration of Logo, or visual symbol used to represent the 
Broadway musical, How to _Succeed in Business Without Really 
Trying, in all promotional displays. 
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DAILY NEWS, THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 1961 
. . 'h«<ltlflif/Z l6' By DOUGLAS WATT 
S•"w People _ 
· !~:_It woa1d be Broadway's bi~cest. faD _.. in a 
lllaill a Shobert spokesman, with every playhouse &Bd IIHle 
il showa .sdleduled to hit toWII betweea Labor Day and the "Beco .. 
· · wave." 'l1te see-
oDd wave would 
arrive early in 
December to 
claim theatres 
llhe~c the 
weaker attrac:-
tioUII of the 
"fint wave."-;. •• 
ADCI jUBt a few 
months earlier, 
cloomy ~sh!~­
men ancl c:JYJC 
leaden had been 
preparinc to 
bury the Broad-
way theatre. 
Gwen Verdon So we wan- Robert Morae 
dered over to 
·t.he 46th Theatre. wher41 the new Frank Loellller-Ahe Burrows musi-
'eal. "How tO Succeed in BUIIinellll Without Really Trying,'' was 
-•olding an evening dialogue rehearsil. They were really _trying, 
~too. Burrows, who is a1so the book director, was putting Robert 
· Morse, the sliow's.-hero, and some other actors through a funny 
; ••il-room scene over· alld over a~ain. Abe, whom I had. alwaya 
known as a chubby man, looked almost slim. Wearing a felt hat, 
fport8 elothes and an air of controlled desperation, he rese~led 
b. alfluent bookie who had beeu clouted hard that Clay but would 
. *,ecover. · · 
... ! - * * * , 
"'I took _off 35 pounds," he sa!d, "Just by not drinking." 
"This is going to be a real hit," said l'Oung Morse. during 1 
IR'eak. "I mean that. All the kids in the show are stars ill'Jtheil 
·.ewn right. I mean that." 
1 Already, "How to Succeed •• :• has bef'n flttracting nigbtll 
about 200 sidewalk patrons who gather outside the big door to thl jtage, kept open to cool the place off. 
. We cross the street to a small buildiag made up of reheana 
·I'OOIIls and rise in the tiny, automatic elevator te the third floor. W4 
pt off, walk along a corridor and push open a door. .Jnsicle,- ther4 
is Morse again! or his double--no, it's Morse--arm in ann witl 
Jludy Vallee as they sing a rousing college song while Bob Fosse 
Eho is staging the "B:ow to Succeed· ••. " musical numbers, joins i11 ·- pianist. beats out the tune on an upright. Apd who is that stand _ g there in purple slacks, singing along and then grinning hugel: 
6t the nuD)ber7 Why, it's .Gwen Verdon, who las accompanied he 
•abby, Fosse, to work. A star on a holiday. she is havinr a griin< 
time'. 
* * * . At the other end of the ball, we push open a door to a cubicl1 
Inside, .composer Frank Loesser and co-producer Cy Feuer-bot 
1hort, compact men-are in a huddle with a couple of other me1 
411 conve~sation comes to a swift halt as they look up stonily a 
the interloper .••. Little Apalachin .... We shut the door quieti 
and think, "How to Succeed in Show Business by Really, Reali 
~!_le·" .. 
Example of feature story published in the New York newspapers 
which was photostated by the press representatives of the 
Broadway musical, How to Succeed in Business Without Really 
Trying, and sent to New York theatre party agents, in the 
hope of stimulating advance sales to theatre parties. 
NiW YORK t.IIUOR. WEDNESDAY, SEI'TEMBER 6, .1961 
t1·'How to Succeed ... 1 Big in Philly 
'Die ftrdict lo In from PhUa-
delii!Jl& w&!h ii'lffii a~ •)!t!j 
!pC! welcomed the first ow 
the fS!SOD with acclaim. "'How io 
Succeed In Business Without New York l-tttBID i!'tibunt 
Rt!!llx TrYmi'' opene(l Monday 
et tha Shubert Theatre and wu Wednesdag, September 6, 1961 
haDed by an Iii the first liliht 
audience. I Th t N 
-c;-Feuer and Ernie Martin ea er etVS 
marked their sixth opening In Excellent Phil&· 
Pbllly. Robert Morse and Rudy r 't'Rqto rpiow• hav• f'"li'd VaUee shared the praise u the ·t e r n gprmjn• Q "RQ'ij 
atan ol the .Frank Loesser-Abe 'to succet> in Busmess Wttb-~~~ :':.~~1. in Philad('lphia Qijt ·Rielly frvJnr'' · · · 
!~~-~~~i4&~S~Th:~:!. 
THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER, TUESDAY MORNING. SEPTEMBER 5. 1901 
AttJaeslaulJer~'Succeed' Chides Big Business 
& 
'Succeed' Has Blue Chip Backing 
PA.ii1I!PI PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS. TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 5. 1961 Weolooooday, Septe.ller 6, 1961 
By JERRY GAGBAN 
P.!>medy_ILJ!!L!.>li_~)!!!!JI 
ll2!!!.~ In "How to Succeed In 
Business Without R_ e a 1 !..l' 
Trying," the satirical survey 
olffiOustry and commerce 
which premiered last night 
BUT THE STRONGEST Weakest part of the pro- Ionge turn. 
support by a wide margin duction is the dancing. A The Robert Rando' ph 
comes from Charles Nelson routine though expertly scenery 1s most effective ~nd 
Reilly, as the patsy viJialn o! clogged ensemble, late In the easily manipulated and the 
the piece. sammy smith does second act, brings down the costumes by Robert Fletcher 
the most etrectlve vocalizing house. Well choreogra.phed are eye-catching as well as 
and with Ruth Kobart pace~ Is the amusing "Ciiifee . tasteful. Another pair or 
!sat or _I? I the male chorus In a ;ouslng !!.!!!\!'' and "Paris Original," I dance routines are already 
!!!_WS "Ho!< upbeat burlesque of a revival which !lnds all the femmes on order for the !lrst act, It 
to Succeed" o~ned In a school number, ·~ at a party wearing the same was said. 
stronl technical pozltlon.and _Jh!l;ond~,J!o~f~M~agnt-'_' _____ _;d~r~e;;;ss~, ,;m;;;;;;ak:;;e;;:s=o:a~gond=~cha;;;;:l~-~------------
at the Shubert. 
shouiCI move on to long-term ~ 
gaTOS on the BroadwaY I 
boardS. · · · i' 
<IIJt 'I!Ienln.l\ 'Bulletin I 
PHILADELPHIA · 
At the Shubert 
T uosday, September 5, 1961 i 
Abe Burrows. master of ~ 
the one-liners, with the ald ~~ 
of Jack Weinstock and Willie' 
Gtlbert, has transferred the 
title tome by Shepherd Mead 
Into a !"!tty tun~5how llbret- :· 
t<> with a point or view, that' 
sliorifct'DeCOiiie--afast=iiiOVer 'i 
1.!!. tJ'i~ ~ew seasons entries. tRow to Succeed' Show Opens the New Season 
FRANK LOESSER bas 
pulled out every stop 1n his 
extensive musical holdings, 
even working in an electric 
shaver for a washroom male 
chorus. It's a continuously 
clever fusion of words and 
upper case Music that IS 
nearly irresistible. - - 1 
--ryearnTiii'""Se· c r e t a r y · 
shrewdly estimates her lot 
as a businessman's wife In 
New Rochelle In "!!;!I>EL.lq 
]_{e~ His Dinner Warm." 
TheriiS"a-GTI'6eiT'&"'SuliTV:in 
quality of social content In 
"The Company Way" and "A 
Secretary 1s Not a Tol--'' And 
the vari-parted mus1cal in-
vention of "Bee~ a Long 
~ .. and "Cilldere-ila. t5ar-
l.l!l!r' dentands and wins 
close attention. · 
Loesser s cac o p h o n o us 
treats may prove lacking to 
those small investors who 
want to go out whistling 
something and don't care to 
hear every number kidded. 
RUDY VALLEE. making 
hts stage debut, seems vir--
tually type-cast as the ty-
coon whose wicket com-
pany's general omces furnish 
the setting for the tongue-
in-cheek success story. Rudy 
is received with almost senti-
mental fervor when he first 
i comes on; and later, during 
a collegiate number (ah, 
there!) the patrons flip in 
nostalgia when he cups his 
hands megaphone style. 
Robert Morse is the win-
dow-washer hero who ven-
tures into big business armed 
with a set or instructions 
from a paperback. Morse 
steps into the big leagues 
with this effort. Puckish and 
personable, he portrays a 
conniving character with 
great warmth. 
Bonnie Scott lends natural-
ness and a pretty voice to t.he 
role of the stenog sweet~ 
heart: and Virginia Martin, 
who does thP stereo role of 
the vamp, makes lt pay 
added dividends. 
1 
11 with lit is blessed with en~fJng 
music and lyrics by Frank Ia ers notably R~:~di~E! 
an rse, 1t as -
Loesser; book by Abe Bur- :.;:&o:~ :w.obert Jand$; 
rows, Jack Wemstock and an , best of all, it has someffimg 
Willie Gilbert (based on "'"' ...... ft .. 
book by Shepherd ME 
presented by Feuer and Mar-
tin (in association with Frank 
Productions, Inc.); directed\, .. "', ... , ........ j(f!j"' ~ ... ,,, ............. 1 
by A be Burrows; musical writer ran esser and write 
staging by Bob Fosse: chor- directo~ws aiming 
eography by Hugh Lambert; double·barre e otRUn at sorr 
scenery and lighting by Rob-
ert Randolph; costumes by 
Robert Fletcher. At the Shu-
bert. 
CAST 
The first show of the new sea-~~t:very~ 
son is a musical and a might¥ 5~~~ 
P.:romising one at that. "How to pencil 
game 
ever upward, sometimes 
error but more often by 
I in on the equally seflish motives of his peers. 
I This entertaining odyssey Is 
.!.:l 
. ~ 
0 
46th St. 
Theatre 
I o o . 
PL.AYICILL 
a weekly magazine for theatregoers 
HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS 
WITHOUT REALLY TRYING 
Playbill for the Broadway musical How to Succeed in Business 
;H thout Really Trying, containing bill1.ng, b1.ogr aph1.es and 
other information related to the show, which the press rep-
resentatives must organize and write. 
BELIEVES THERE'S NO SUCH THING AS A BAD ROAD! 
Owners of other cars must think Corvair enthusiasts are impossible bores 
They're almost always bragging about how a Corvair keeps its footing on any 
surface. Of course, one reason is its rear-engine design puts weight where wheels 
want it when the going's rough. But if you're a non-believer (and we suppose 
it's possible) ask your Chevrolet dealer for a chance to put this road-lover 
through its paces. Who knows, you just may become a Corvair bore yourself! 
Chevrolet Division of General Motors, Detroit 2, Michigan. 
I C . c ««W!""'''* Chevrolet • Chevy I • orva2r • orvette •••••·---
Your taste will become clear 
and alive, because KENT with the 
MICRON IT£ filter refines away harsh 
flavor. .. refines away hot taste ... makes 
the taste of a cigarette mild and kind! 
r---1 M P 0 R TAN T---. 
Get your taste buds back to normal. 
Try a carton of Kent without switch· 
ing and see how Kent is kind-tasting 
to your taste buds, kind-tasting to 
your throat. Enjoy the wonderful 
taste of the world's finest quality 
tobaccos. Then try your old brand! 
What a difference in taste! You'll 
feel better about smoking with the 
taste of Kent. 
A PRODUCT OF P. LORILLARD COMPANY-FIRST WITH THE FINEST CIGARETTES-THROUGH LORILLARD RESEARCH 
01962 P. Lorillerd Co. 
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THE ORIGINAL CAST 
YOURS ALWAYS: THE ORIGINAL CAST ALBUM! 
'. 
Enjoy all the glowing 
excitement of this 
year's smash hit musi-
cal right in your home! 
Available now, in Living 
Stereo and Monaural 
Hi-Fi, exclusively on ... 
RC~-yiCTOR~ 
@·The most trusted name in sound 
.. llillilllii-•Mi•IIIII•IIISend for 
Curiou•? 
'""e•tigate I 
FRIE 
lllustr. 
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SCOTLAND'S BEST 
Distilleries produce 
CUTTV SARK 
SCOTCH WHISKY 
IMPORTED BY THE BUCKINGHAM CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N.Y. • BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY 86 PROOF 
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NINETY·EIGHT HOLIDAY SPORTS SEDAN 
CILI:IE/!1 PRESENTS ••• 
~-&j-&-FOR'B2r 
Star of the Oldsmobile line the magnificent new Nlnety-Eightl 
Long and sleek with styling at Its beautiful best I Interiors fashioned 
In the tones and textures of modern llvl n g 1 Powered by the 
authoritative 330-h.p. Skyrocket Engine. For that "Something Extra" 
In motoring elegance • . you belong In a Ninety-Eight by Oldsl 
Tharss "BDIWETHING EXTRA" about: DINning an DLDS'• 
SEE VCJU~ LOCAL AUT*I-#ORIZECJ DLCJS/117CJBILE QUALITY DEALER 
STAR .. BRIGHT FESTIVALS 
Among the divers distractions, so-
lar, lunar, nautical and otherwise, 
hordes of us indulge in through the 
seething summer months, probably 
none is more rewarding than taking 
a place under the open heavens just to 
listen. Crickets? Yes, but they aren't 
what we have in mind right here. It's 
with more organized sounds and in 
more civilized places that we mean to 
appeal to your sense of fun. 
Of course, "fun" tends to be inept 
as a . single-word description of the 
rather high-brow happenings at Lewi-
sohn Stadium and the Mall in Central 
Park, unless you like to leer insidious-
ly at the havoc certain of the air car-
riers reek on the texture of Brahms 
and Tchaikovsky. It is, however, apt 
indeed when applied to the ritualistic 
ceremonies known as jazz. 
The fun and excitement to be had 
in the world of sense-bating sounds 
and those dance-like writhings and 
girations of visual rhythm take their 
rightful place in at least (off-hand) 
four spots in and around Manhattan. 
You have your choice of haven under 
Lhe stars in a sculpture garden mid-
Manhattan, in the middle of the East 
River close by the Triborough Bridge, 
in the more sedate regions of Forest 
Hills or in the bristling atmosphere 
of an amusement park in the Bronx. 
For pure concentration, none of 
these matches Newport, which, by 
sheer number of years as well as by 
reputation, has become the grand-
daddy of jazz festivals . The leaders of 
the jazz world, however, are few and 
no self-respecting schedule of attrac-
tions calling itself a festival can do 
without them. Take a look, for in-
stance, at the armada sailing in the 
East River, harboring at Downing 
Stadium on Randall's Island: Pearl 
Bailey, Liberace, Louis Bellson and 
Orchestra, Joey Adams, Al Kelly Quly 
28) ; Nat "King" Cole, Duke Elling-
ton and Orchestra, Juliet Prowse and 
Dancers (August 15) ; Louis Arm-
strong, Ray Charles, Dave Brubeck, 
Miles Davis and their various and re-
spective ensembles, (August 25) , Har-
ry Belafonte and Miriam Makeba and 
The Vocal Three (August 31, Septem-
ber 1) And, we are told, there's 
more, to be announced. 
In the Forest Hills setting where the 
usual sounds are the high-strung bop-
pings of tennis balls and the cheers of 
Lhe crowd, the Forest Hills Music Fes-
tival at the West Side Tennis Stadi-
um contributes no less than Ella Fitz-
gerald and Oscar Peterson Quly 21); .. 
Tony Bennett (July 28); Johnny 
Mathis and Dave Guard's Whiskeyhill 
Singers (August 4) , Sammy Davis, Jr., 
and the Will Mastin Trio (August 
11) ; The Kingston Trio and Peter 
Nero (August 18) They are having 
their second season herewith. 
A couple of years ago stagecoaches 
and old railroad trains and gun bat-
tles from the Wild West and any num-
ber of other reconstructed memora-
bilia from America'i treasure chest 
filled several acres of Bronx territory 
as Freedomland. Entertainments were 
included as part of tlie amusements. 
Every night, in a special place set off 
for the purpose, in engagement cycles, 
people play music-people like Benny 
Goodman, Stan Kenton, XavierCugart 
and Abbe Lane, Paul Anka, Dick 
Clark and the Everly Brothers. 
Coming nearly full circle back to 
53rd Street, Manhattan, the Museum 
of Modern Art, in its beautifully land-
scaped, sculpture decorated garden, 
dedicates Thursday nights to jazz. 
The Museum stays open until 10 
those nights so that you can wander 
Continued on page 27 
Perfume $4 to $500. Toilet Water $6 to $32.50 (plus tax) 
FORTY-SIXTH STREET 
THEATRE 
FEUER AND MARTIN 
in association with 
FRANK PRODUCTIONS INC. 
present 
The New 
FRANK LOESSER and ABE BURROWS MUSICAL 
HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS 
WITHOUT REALLY TRYING 
N. Y. Drama Critics' Circle Award 1962: "Best Musical" 
Pulitzer Prize 1962: "Best Play" 
Book by 
ABE BURROWS, JACK WEINSTOCK and WILLIE GILBERT 
Based on "HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS WITHOUT REALLY TRYING'' by SHEPHERD MEAD 
Music ancl LyTics by 
FRANK LOESSER 
StaTring 
ROBERT MORSE RUDY VALLEE 
with 
VIRGINIA MARTIN CHARLES NELSON REILLY LOIS LEARY 
CLAUDETTE SUTHERLAND SAMMY SMITH PAUL REED JEAN HANDZLIK RAY MASON 
Choreography by HUGH LAMBERT 
Costumes by ROBERT FLETCHER 
Scenery & Lighting by ROBERT RANDOLPH 
Musical Direction by ELLIOT LAWRENCE 
Orchestrations by ROBERT GINZLER 
Musical Staging by BOB FOSSE 
Directed by ABE BURROWS 
ong 
well as those who have enjoyed it for years, Old 
Grand-Dad is "Head of the Bourbon Family.'' 
100 PROOF BOTILED IN BOND OR LIGHTER 86 PROOF 
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKIES THE OLD GRAND-DAD DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY.• DISTR. BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO. 
FORIY SIXTH STREET THEATRE 
Have you eard e new sound accuracy? 
It's the hushed hum of ACCUTRON®! 
ACCUtron-SO revolutionary- THE ACCUTRON GUARANTEE OF ACCURACY 
it's guaranteed 99,9977010 accurate on your wrist! Accutron is guaranteed by Bulova not to gain or lose II more than one minute a month in actual daily use on 
The hushed hum of Accutron comes from a tiny, your wrist. For one full year from date of purchase, 
electronically powered tuning fork. This revolutionary the authorized jeweler from whom you purchased your 
Accutron timepiece will adjust it to this tolerance, if 
tuning fork mai<es Accutron astonishingly accurate. necessary, without charge. 
Yet Accutron is tough. Only 12 moving parts. No at finer jewelers from $150 'Plus r .E.r. 
springs to break. Never never needs winding. e 1962 Bulova watcn Company, Inc., New York, Toronto, Bienne, Milan 
ACCUTRON by BULOVA- world's only electronic wrist timepiece 
Finch 
Gatch 
Jenkins 
Tackaberry 
Peterson 
Kittridge 
J. B. Biggley 
Rosemary 
Bratt 
Smitty 
Frump 
Miss Jones 
Mr Twimble 
CAST 
(In order of appearance) 
ROBERT MORSE 
RAY MASON 
ROBERT KALI BAN 
DAVID COLLYER 
CASPER ROOS 
LANIER DAVIS 
RUDY VALLEE 
LOIS LEARY 
PAUL REED 
CLAUDETTE SUTHERLAND 
CHARLES NELSON REILLY 
JEAN HANDZLIK 
SAMMY SMITH 
BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY • 86.8 PROOF • THE FLEISCHMANN DISTILLING CORPORATIOI't, N.Y. C. • SOLE DISTRIBUTORS 
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10 
If) ~:??...~ r~_ --·--OLLOWAY ---·-·-- RECORDINGS ARE ON 
the new fragrance by Lanvirl. 
CRESCEND 
Hedy 
Scrubwomen 
Miss Krumholtz 
Toynbee 
Ovington 
Policeman 
Womper 
VIRGINIA MARTIN 
MARA LANDI, SILVER SAUNDORS 
MARA LANDI 
RAY MASON 
LANIER DAVIS 
BOB MURDOCK 
SAMMY SMITH 
SINGERS: David Collyer, Lanier Davis, Robert Kaliban, Bob Murdock, Randy 
Phillips, Casper Roos, Georgia Creighton, Charlotte Frazier, Mara 
Landi, Fairfax Mason, Virginia Perlowin, Silver Saunders. 
DANCERS: Nick Andrews, Don Emmons, Tracy Everett, Richard Korthaze, Jack 
Leigh, Dale Moreda, Darrell Notara, Merritt Thompson, Carol Jane 
Abney, Elaine Cancilla, Madilyn Clark, Pat Ferrier, Suzanne France, 
Donna McKechnie, Ellie Somers, Rosemarie Yellen. 
The entire action takes place in the new Park Avenue office building of 
World Wide Wickets Company, Inc . 
.. White Label" 
DEWAR'S 
SCOTCH WHISKY 
Y/Jf,ti)tlA) . I ~ 1/(J/Uf<f. 
86.8 PROOF BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY CSCHENLEY IMPORT CO., NEW YORK, N.Y. 
II 
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THIS Fall, 
Cl'uise the 
West Indies on 
One of the Wol'ld's 
Gl'eat Ships 
Oct. 11 5112 days Bermuda Nieuw Amsterdam from $165 
Oct. 19 12 days 4 ports Nieuw Amsterdam from $325 
Oct. 26 . 10 days . 3 ports Statendam from $265 
Nov. 7 12 days 4 ports Statendam from $315 
Nov.21 14 days 7 ports Statendam from $365 
Dec. 3 14 days 6 ports Nieuw Amsterdam from $385 
Dec. 7 12 days 4 ports Rotterdam from $355 
See your travel agent for our colorful brochure 
Holland-America Line 
29 Broadway, N. Y C. • WH 4·1900 
~ J/ot to meniJon 
all. the 
GOODTH1NGS 
aduertLsed inti;"! 
How To 
MUSICAL NUMBERS 
ACT I. 
Finch 
Happy To Keep His Dinner Warm 
Coffee Break 
. Rosemary 
Frump, Smitty and Office Staff 
Finch and Mr. Twimble 
Frump, Mr. Twimble and Office Staff 
Bratt, Frump and Office Staff 
Finch, Rosemary, Smitty 
. Biggley, Hedy, Frump 
Finch, Biggley 
Rosemary, Smitty, Miss Jones and Secretaries 
Finch and Rosemary 
The Company Way 
The Company Way 
A Secretary Is Not A Toy 
Been A Long Day 
Been A Long Day 
Grand Old Ivy 
Paris Original 
Rosemary 
Finaletto 
does a 
dry Scotch 
taste better? 
~ 
Finch, Rosemary, Frump 
try 
White Horse 
and see! 
~ 
13 
100% SCOTCH WHISKIES, BLENDED, 86.8 PROOF, SOLE DISTRIBUTORS: BROWNE VINTNERS CO., INC., N. Y C. 
• 
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PLAY-AS-YOU-GO TO EUROPE 
Why just get there when you can cruise 
there? A Mediterranean Sunlane Cruise costs 
as little as $300 one way, $475 complete 
cruise, Cabin Class. First Class slightly higher 
INDEPENDENCE • CONSTITUTION 
AMERICAN EXPORT LINES I 666 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 19 39 BROADWAY NEW YORK 6 DIGBY 4·3000 
ACT II. 
Cinderella, Darling 
Happy To Keep His Dinner Warm 
Love From A Heart of Gold 
Rosemary, Smitty and Secretaries 
Rosemary 
Biggley, Hedy 
Finch, Frump, Bratt and Executives 
The Jolly Wickets and Wickettes 
Rosemary 
Finch, Biggley, Frump, Bratt, Womper, 
Miss Jones and Office Staff 
I Believe In You 
The Yo Ho Ho 
I Believe In You 
Brotherhood of Man 
Finale . Company 
UNDERSTUDIES 
Understudies never substitute for listed players unless a specific an-
nounaement for the appearance is made at the time of the performance. 
Finch-Robert Kaliban; Rosemary-Charlotte Frazier; Hedy-Fairfax Mason; Frump-Robert 
Kaliban; Smitty-Si lver Saunders; Bratt-David Collyer; Mr Twimble-Lanier Davis; Miss 
Jones-Mara Landi; Womper-Casper Roos. 
BEEFEATER 
BEEFEATER --
® 
Martini Men appreciate its 
identifiable excellence 
BY KOBRAND NEW YORK • 94 PROOF • 100% GRAIN 
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SHOPPING GUIDE FOR THE DISTINCTIVE & UNUSUAL 
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lJ AMERICA HOUSE-44 West 53rd St., is currently LILLY OACHE MILLINERY-78 E. 56 St. Dache's f 
i( displaying a fascinating array of brilliantly famous Turbans featured for June; for the ~ 
J'>l colored enamels; stunning mosaic designs in Theater; exquisite pleated sheers. For Open- (? ash trays, serving trays, cigarette boxes and Car driving; clever wrap-arounds that are ~ ~ other accessories for the home. PLaza 7-9494. non-coif-crushing in every color. ~ 
J~ CAMERA PLACE, INC.-445 Madison Avenue at LLOYOS FURNITURE GALLERIES-116 East 60th r~ 
50th Street. For photography without tears, St. PLaza 9-7313. A Huge Diversified Col-
for professional looking pictures-the auto- lection of Antique & Reproduction Furniture 
)i matic Optima. PLaza 1-0590. & Decorations. Fine Louis XV Tric Trac (?• 
c!J Game Table-Chess, cards and backgammon ~ ~ -only $284.00 ~ 
)'i CHARLES & C0.-340 Madison Ave., New York (?• 
r;!j 17, N.Y. MUrray Hill 2-8900. Send $4.98 for M. LEHMANN, INC.-40 E. 66th St. Lehmann's ~ 
0J; pound tin of Fresh Pasteurized Jumbo Lump French Aperitif, France's Finest Aperitif ~ CRABMEAT, Harris Brand. It'll make your -$3.49 full litre, $38.50 case. Savoy Scotch, (? 
warm weather dinner or cocktail party a rav- shipped by the famous savoy Hotel London ~ 
~ ing success. -$5.79 bottle $66.70 case. LE 5-2500. ~ 
~c!J CHURCH'S ENGLISH SHOES-428 Madison Ave. MAX SCHLING, INC.-765 Fifth Avenue, between r at 49th Street, N.Y.C. Presents Church's own 58th & 59th Streets-PLaza 3-1500. Famous <;\ featherflex shoes for men. Made from new, for Fine Flowers. Trade in this Page any day Y. 
'li rich, luxurious "fighting seal skin" finely per- in June for a Fine Fresh FREE Flower pinned r? ~ forated to give extra cool comfort. PL 5·4313. to your Best Girl. ~ 
J COUNTESS MARA-Savoy Hilton Hotel and 110 OESTREICHER'S PRINTS, INC.-43 West 46th ~ 
i( E. 57th St. At all Countess Mara shops good Street. America's oldest and largest print ~ 
\b taste prevails. Ties as well as other men's house, over 200,000 Old Masters, Moderns, ~ 
)i accessories. All exclusive designs. Contemporaries, Landscapes, Marines. Profes- r· 
~c!J sional framing done on premises. Open , Thurs 'til 9 P.M. PL 7-1190. OUNHILL TAILORS 65 East 57th. EL 5·0050. ~ J One of the world's great men's tailors whose POLK'S MODEL CRAFT HOBBIES, INC.-314 5th f? ~ clothes possess a certain uncopyable air and Ave. (at 32nd st.) N.Y.C. BR 9-9034. ~ manner. In unique boutique you find ready- Hobbies and Toys from the World Over. Spe- ~ )i made sports jackets, shirts, ties, and acces- cialists in Military and Historic Figures. r? 
~ series. Hours 9:30 to 6, incl. Sat., Thurs. 'til 9 P.M. ~ 
)i E. B. MEYROWITZ, INC.-520 Fifth Avenue. New- SALVATORE FERRAGAMO SHOE SALON- 424 ~ 
c!J est in highstyle eyewear is an ultra light- Park Ave., N.Y.C., presents Alveare medium ~ 
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New low-key look for today's new breed of 
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January, 1962, Playbill1 the oldest institution on Broadway, com-
menced publication of a weekly Los Angeles edition. For the first 
time in 78 years Playbill appears "Off-Broadway " Los Angeles 
represents, in Playbill's judgment the second theatre city in the 
U.S. • Playbill will be circulated to audiences at the following 
theatres. 
CIVIC PLAYHOUSE 
CORONET 
HOLLY'1N'OOD CENTER 
IVAR 
LASPALMAS 
LEGRAND 
MUSIC BOX 
Playbill is sold to advertisers in combination with Curtain Call, 
the magazine of the Los Angeles Civic Light Opera. Guaranteed 
average weekly circulation 20,000 copies or in total 1,040,000 per 
year • To reach this capitive market of sophisticated, influential 
citizens who have money to spend, Playbill/Curtain Call offers. 
A weekly frequency for schedule and copy flexibility; The same 
kind of editorial coverage now seen only on Broadway with such 
theatrical luminaries as Tennessee Williams, William Inge, Law-
rence Langner, etc. as contributors, Special Weekly coverage of 
California theatre plus editorial material on travel, fashion and 
better living. Two color and process color available. • To sell 
Southern California call Playbill Curtain Call (DUnkirk 5-6271) 
in Los Angeles or Playbill (ORegon 9-6300) in New York. 
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~iMANT 
Nothing makes 
a woman 
more feminine, 
more attractive 
PARFUM DE~ OT y 
$9,80 tO $100 (PLUS TAX) 
COPYR IGHTED BY COTY. INC.- ALSO AVA ILABLE IN CANADA 
••on-the-rocks~~ drinkers agree 
olle splqit-<1$ 
~ 
•ds 
. .• a splash of Canada Dry 
Club Soda with special 
sparkle. It's simply amaz-
ing! One discreet splash 
brings your favorite 
spirits to life . . . gives 
your .,rocks drink" spe-
cial sparkle. Next time 
you order anything on-
the-rocks, say •.. .,a splash 
of Canada Dry Club Soda, 
please!" (Of course, 
finest for highballs, too!) 
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Who's Who 
ROBERT MORSE 
Finch 
Robert Morse has appeared in three 
previous Broadway shows-The Match-
maker, Say, Darling and Take Me 
A long - and all three were personal 
triumphs for the ebullient young man 
who has established himself as one of 
the most gifted young actors in the 
theatre. He played Barnaby Tucker, 
the wide-eyed young clerk in the Yon-
kers dry goods emporium of Horace 
Vandergelder in both the stage and 
screen versions of The Matchmaker, 
starring Ruth Gordon and Shirley 
Booth respectively. In Say, Darling 
his role was that of the eccentric young 
theatrical producer, Ted Snow. In 
Take Me Along, starring Jackie Glea-
son, he played Walter Pidgeon's ado-
lescent son who doted on the works of 
Oscar Wilde and Bernard Shaw. 
Morse was born and grew up in New-
ton, Massachusetts. As a junior at 
Newton High he directed and starred 
in a school production of Sing Out, 
Sweet Land, then made his profession-
al debut with the Peterborough Play-
ers in a stock production of Our 
Town. After spending four years in 
the Navy, he returned to civilian life 
determined to make good on Broad-
way. His first employment was in the 
general neighborhood - he was en-
gaged as stand-in for the M.C. of a 
television quiz show and was given the 
additional responsibility of warming 
up the studio audience before the 
show. It was while performing in the 
latter capacity that he was spotted by 
a motion-picture scout and subse-
quently tapped for his first motion-
picture role, a Marine in The Proud 
and the Profane. He has appeared 
on numerous television shows, includ-
ing the Play of the Week production 
of Anouilh's Thieves' Carnival, with 
Helen Hayes in The Velvet Glove, 
• ID the Cast 
the Shirley Temple Show, and Naked 
City. He is married to actress Carole 
D'Andrea, currently appearing in the 
screen version of West Side Story. 
RUDY VALLEE 
J. B. Biggley 
Back in the late Twenties and early 
Thirties a young man named Hubert 
Prior Vallee parlayed a megaphone, a 
saxophone, a clear singing voice and 
a shock of wavy hair into a cult, a ca-
reer and a sizable fortune. His stage 
name was, and is, Rudy Vallee, and 
during the thirty-three years since he 
first organized an orchestra called the 
Connecticut Yankees he has never de-
parted altogether from the limelight. 
Through most of 1929 he somehow 
managed to juggle a schedule of five 
or six performances a night at the 
New York or Brooklyn Paramount 
followed by four more hours of enter-
taining at the Villa Vallee, including 
three sustaining broadcasts, and a 
weekly coast-to-coast radio variety pro-
gram. He doubled as saxophonist and 
vocalist with the Connecticut Yankees 
and when he picked up his microphone 
and began crooning "Vagabond Lov-
er," his teen-age feminine admirers 
swooned en masse. His "Heigh Ho, 
Everybody" began each show and his 
name was box-office magic. Mr. Vallee 
was born in Island Pond, Vermont, and 
grew up in Westbrook, Maine, a state 
that he was later to celebrate with the 
"Maine Stein Song." While attend-
ing high school he worked as assistant 
projectionist at the local motion-pic-
ture emporium, eventually working in 
a large de luxe theatre in Portland, 
Maine, where, using the chief elec-
trician's sax, he went on as saxophone 
soloist in intermission. He worked his 
way through the University of Maine 
and Yale University by playing at col-
lege and country-dub dances, and 
came to New York in 1927 With sev-
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Jules Berman & Assoc. Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif. 
en musicians and himself as leader, he 
was engaged by the Heigh Ho Club in 
1928. From the moment he began to 
broadcast from that club, all was clear 
sailing ami he quickly became radio's 
first personality. For years Rudy Val-
lee was tops in radio as a singer, then as 
J\.1.C. of a program (The Fleishmann 
Variety Hour) that introduced such 
11ames as Kate Smith, Burns and Al-
ll:n, Eddie Cantor, Bob Hope and Red 
Skelton. His first motion picture was 
Vagabond Lover and some of its out-
standing successors were Sweet Music, 
The Palm Beach Story, Mother Was a 
Freshman. The Bachelor and the 
Bobby Saxer and Gold Diggers in 
Paris. He made his Broadway debut 
in George White's Scandals of 1931, 
co-starred with Ray Bolger, Ethel 
Merman and ''\lillie Howard. Three 
of the song hits he introduced in that 
revue were "Life ls Just a Bowl of 
Cherries," "l\lySong" and "TheThrill 
Is Gone." The 1936 Scandals was his 
second Broadway show. Some songs 
that Vallee has written and popular-
ized through the years are "Deep 
Night," "Vagabond Lover," "The 
Maine Stein Song," "Good-night, 
Sweetheart," "Sweetheart of All l\1 y 
Dreams," "My Time Is Your Time," 
"H 1 Had a Girl Like You" and "The 
\Vhiffenpoof Song." 
VIRGINIA MARTIN 
Hedy 
Virginia Martin played her first 
Broadway role in Leonard Sillman's 
New Faces of 1956, and the role was 
that of Marilyn Monroe whom she 
impersonated singing a number called 
"Talent." A native of Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, her singing had been lim-
ited chiefly to church choirs when she 
came to New York looking for that 
first rung in the ladder. Her first as-
signment was as a replacement in the 
l"nsemble of South Pacific. She con-
fesses that she was so shy at the time 
that she climbed four flights of back-
stage stairs between each stage appear-
ance to avoid changing costumes in 
front of the other girls. Her next as-
signment was in The Pajama Game, 
followed by engagements to under-
study Jane Kean in Ankles Aweigh 
and Vivian Blaine in Say, Darling. 
Miss Martin has sung leading roles in 
practically all of the major summer 
tent theatres. She has been frequently 
employed in television commercials 
and industrial shows. 
CHARLES NELSON REILLY 
Frump 
It took ten years and twenty-two 
oft-Broadway shows for Charles Nel-
son Reilly to reach Broadway. In his 
first Broadway show, Bye Bye Birdie, 
1\Ir Reilly played three roles, his own, 
that of 1\I r Henkel, and standby to 
both Dick Van Dyke and Paul Lynde. 
He was seen thirty-five times in their 
roles. OII Broadway remembers him 
in such revues as Nightcap, Fallout, 
Lend an Ear, The Billy Bames Revue 
and Pam de, as well as in such straight 
plays as The Inspector General, Three 
Times Three and Apollo of Bellac. 
His television shows have included 
The Sid Caesar Show, The Steve Allen 
Show, Omnibus and the Ed Sullivan 
Show opposite Nancy Walker A pop-
ular stock player, l\Ir Reilly has 
starred in Will Success Spoil Roell 
Hunter?, Charley's Aunt, and most re-
cently in Under the Yum-Yum Tree. 
Mr. Reilly was born in New York and 
raised in Hartford. He teaches at the 
Berghof-Hagen Studios in Greenwich 
Village, heading the musical-comedy 
and opera workshops. 
LOIS LEARY 
Rosemary 
\t\Then Lois Leary, a five-foot-six, 
green-eyed, curvaceous brunette, was 
an undergraduate at Stephens College 
in Columbia, Missouri, and then at 
Syracuse University, it never occurred 
to her that she woud be appearing in 
a featured role in a hit Broadway 
musical. She was majoring in psy-
chology and nobody, but nobody, in 
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this black watch plaid coat. 
it's warm. it's water-repellent. j 
it's wrinkle resistant. 
it's amazingly light. 
Dolphin designs it 
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Milium Plus with Curon foam, laminated 
to Greenlaw's plaid of Orion-Viscose. 
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her entire family had ever been on the 
stage. When she was a student at Syra-
cuse, she came to New York to visit 
her parents and was badly injured in 
an automobile accident which kept 
her from going back to school. During 
the ensuing months of recuperation 
and convalescence, she was advised to 
divert herself by studying acting. She 
attended the American Theatre Wing 
and sure enough an acting career 
quickly followed. She was in Fiorello! 
as the understudy to Mitzi, the Eileen 
Rodgers role, and in Do Re M i both 
on Broadway and on tour with Phil 
Silvers as one of the girls in the trio. 
Miss Leary has toured extensively in 
nightclubs and has appeared in stock 
in Richard Aldrich's Cape Cod Mel-
ody Tent, the Putnam County Play-
house and other theatres in a variety 
of roles including Eileen in Wonder-
ful Town, Adelaide in Guys and Dolls 
and Bianca in Kiss Me, Kate. 
CLAUDETTE SUTHERLAND 
Smitty 
Claudette Sutherland is just one year 
away from the Yale School of Drama. 
During that period she has appeared 
in two off-Broadway revues- Four by 
Night at the nightclub known as Take 
Three and Light Hearted at Phase 
Two. In addition she has toured with 
a group of former Yale students in 
john Brown's Body. Miss Sutherland 
was born in Portland, Oregon, grew 
up in Denver and Miami, and spent 
two years at Stephens College in Co-
lumbia, Mo. Her parents raise grey-
hounds and race them during the win-
ter in Miami, summertime in Denver 
They have over 200 dogs, which makes 
for rather a large family group when it 
comes time for the semi-annual migra-
tion. Although she is just twenty-two 
years old, Claudette has been acting 
in school plays and the like for the 
past eight years. The only civilian job 
she ever held was that of a bank re-
ceptionist. 
SAMMY SMITH 
Mr. Twinble 
Sammy Smith is one actor who never 
had any doubts about what he wanted 
to do in life or any real difficulty about 
getting started at it. He went directly 
from high school to the rounds of the 
casting offices, and in the course of 
that activity he ran into a dancer who 
informed him that there was a spot 
open for a song-and-dance team that 
night at a Borscht Circuit hotel. They 
accepted the job and put an act to-
gether during the course of the train-
ride North. The team that resulted 
from this chance meeting was known 
as Smith and Snyder, and they worked 
together in vaudeville, nightclubs and 
the hotel circuit. Sammy is also a vet-
eran of the fast disappearing world of 
burlesque. He made his Broadway 
debut as the hotel proprietor of Wish 
You Were Here, then switched from 
Catskill to Pennsylvania Dutch dialect 
for the role of Izaac Miller in Plain 
and Fancy. He toured in Li'l Abner 
and has played New York's Latin 
Quarter and other leading nightclubs. 
His roster of television shows includes 
leading character and comedy roles 
on all the national network television 
shows. 
PAUL REED 
Bratt 
Paul Reed's prior engagement in a 
Feuer and Martin show was as Detec-
tive Brannigan, the gamblers' nemesis, 
in Guys and Dolls. His other long 
runs on Broadway included the anvil 
salesman in The Music Man in which 
he played more than 1,000 perform-
ances. Born in Highland Falls, New 
York, Mr Reed started in radio as a 
singer and made his Broadway debut 
in the world premiere of The Devil 
and Daniel Webster He has worked 
extensively in television, having been 
featured with Sid Caesar for six years 
and on major dramatic shows. He can 
be seen in the role of Police Captain 
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Block, the frustrated cop of Bronx 
Precinct 53, in the new television se-
ries, Car 54, Where Are You? 
JEAN HANDZLIK 
Miss Jones 
Jean Handzlik, who hails from Pitts-
burgh and grew up in Portland, Ore-
gon, is the daughter of professional 
musicians. Her father was cornet 
soloist with Sousa's and Pryor's bands 
and her mother is a pianist and accom-
panist. After high school in Portland, 
she journeyed east to succeed (with 
trying) as a versatile singing-actress 
whose background ranges from opera 
to Broadway. She has been soloist un-
der Toscanini, Beecham and Stokow-
ski. In addition to nation-wide recital 
tours and appearances coast-to-coast as 
soloist with the Roger Wagner Cho-
rale, she has been heard in opera with 
the Metropolitan at the Montreal Fes-
tivals, New York City Center, the Los 
Angeles and Guild Companies in Cali-
fornia, ami in Gilbert and Sullivan 
Repertory on Broadway and with the 
New Savoy Company of Portland. Her 
first Broadway appearance was in The 
Duchess Misbehaves. Her other roles 
were in Sl~epy Hollow, the revue 
Touch and Go, Music in My Heart, 
The Liar, All for Love, Carousel at 
City Center and New Girl in Town. 
Her son .Jan played young Patrick in 
the Broadway and film versions of 
Auntie Mame. 
RAY MASON 
Gatch 
Leaving his native Brockton, Massa-
chusetts, Ray Mason came to New 
York and trained at the American 
Theatre Wing. After three years with 
the Army Special Services, he played 
on Broadway in such musicals as last 
season's Wildcat, and before that in 
Destry Rides Again, New Girl in 
Town and The Girl in Pink Tights. 
HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS WITHOUT 
~EALL Y TRYING PREMIERE, OCT 14, 1961 
The taking of pictures in this theatre Is 
strictly forbidden. 
HOW TO SUCCEED COMPANY 
Manager • • Marshall Young 
General Press Reps. Merle Debuskey, 
Office Manager •• 
Production Stage Manager 
Stage Manager •. 
Assistant Stage Managers 
Dance Supervisor • 
Orchestra Personnel 
Press Associate •• 
Production Electrician 
Master Electrician 
Master Carpenter 
Master of Properties 
Wardrobe Mistress 
Assistant Electricians 
Assistant Carpenter 
Asst. Prope~tyman 
Assistant to Mr. Burrows 
Assistant to Mr. Fletcher 
Head Music Copyist 
Additional Scoring 
Associate Conductor 
Hair Styles 
Seymour Krawitz 
Phyllis Dukore 
• Phil Friedman 
Lawrence N. Kasha 
Lanier Davis, 
Jack Leigh 
Merritt Thompson 
Henry Topper 
• . Madi Ross 
Mickey Burns 
Jack Shearing 
• Frank lwaski 
Irving Pasternak 
Helen McMahon 
. Fred Betolatti, 
August Lynch 
Mike McKenna 
George Dannenberg 
Evelyn Greene 
Frank Spencer 
. . Scott Fisher 
Elliot Lawrence 
. William Elton 
Ronnie DeMann 
S~enery built and painted by Imperial Studios. 
L1ghts by Century. Sound by Masque. Costumes 
by Madame Berth~. Shoes by La Ray Boot Shop. 
Furs by Peterzill. Hosiery and gloves by Jessie 
Zimmer. Costume Fabrics by Gladstone and Far 
eastern Textile Co. Telephones by New York 
Telephone Company. Typewriters and Adding 
Machines by Remington Rand.. Garden Furni-
ture by Salmanson. Attache cases cour-
tesy of Rex Bilt Leather Goods, Inc. Men's 
Ties by Oleg Cassini. Men's shirts by Manhat-
tan Shirt Co. Lighters by Ronson. Portable In-
tercom Units courtesy of General Electric Co. 
Postage meter mailing machine and mailing 
scale courtesy Pitney-Bowes, Inc. Watches, cour-
tesy of Bulova Watch Co. Electric Shavers by 
Schick, Inc. Toy Rocket by Ideal Toy Co. Men's 
toiletries, courtesy Yardley of London. Golf Clubs 
and Bag courtesy of A. G. Spalding and Bros., 
Inc. Towels by Martex. Costumes exclusively 
d~y clea_ned by Erne~t ~Inzer. Desk lamps by 
C1ty Knickerbocker L1ghtmg Fixtures. Costume 
jewelr:t by Coro. Men's hats by Stetson. Portovox 
equipment used. 
HOUSE STAFF FOR THE 46th STREET THEATRE 
Managing Director LESTER OSTERMAN 
General Manager RICHARD HORNER 
House Manager Leonard Soloway 
Assistant Manager • Robert Cherin 
Tre~surer . Charles R. Bowman 
Ass1stant Treasurers • • . • Edward M. Lynch 
George W. Handy, William Wiegand, Harold Cubitt 
Orchestra Manager Fred Manzella 
Carpenter Daniel Pakan 
Electrician • • Jack Josephs 
Propertyman Joseph Mongillo 
It is the policy of the management to deliver 
any rroperty found In the theatre to the Pollee 
Department. Any Inquiries concerning lost prop-
erty should accordingly be directed to the Pollee 
Department. 
All products used In this theatre for the promo-
tion of sanitation are manufactured by the 
Creco Co., Inc. 
FIRE NOTICE: The exit Indicated by a red light 
and sign nearest to the seat you occupy Is the 
shortest route to the street. In the event of fire 
~~ o.f~'i'T e~X~~gency please do not run-WALK 
Thoughtless persons annoy patrons and endan-
ger the safety of others by lighting matches or 
smoking in prohibited areas during the perform-
anc_es and intermissions. This violates a City 
ordmance and renders the offender subject to 
a FINE of $500.00; IMPRISONMENT OF SIX (6) 
MONTHS; OR BOTH. 
Edward Thompson - FIRE COMMISSIONER 
House Physician Dr. Benjamin A. Gilbert 
Continued from page 5 
in a little early, have a Museum din-
ner, take in a show, even sit through 
half an hour of movie if you like, un-
til the concert starts, at 8:30. Nobody, 
of course, says you can't see the whole 
movie, which is a Thursday-night spe-
cial repeat at 8, or just wander the ex-
panse of show upon show until clos-
ing. Jerome Richardson and Les 
Stann Quin tel will, however, try to 
attract your interest to the garden on 
.July 19; AI Cohn and the Zoot Sims 
Quintet will try same on July 26. 
Turning toward the other cheek, 
the classical music-lover often despairs 
as he watches the Philharmonic pack 
its huge satchels and go away. He 
often forgets at those rueful times 
how much classical music can be heard 
in the summer hereabouts. 
Lewisohn Stadium has already been 
introduced to the country- in the 
course of its forty-five-year existence. 
It has already established its reputa-
tion as one of the leading urban out-
door music events to be regarded with 
serious attention. The seven-week 
season is in full swing, ending August 
ll The schedule lists four concerts 
a week, including several evenings of 
show music. All we can say is, if you 
don't know it, try it. 
At the Mall in Central Park, the 
Goldman Band plays Guggenheim 
Memorial Concerts four nights a week 
through August 16, moving to Pros-
pect Park, Brooklyn, for an addition-
a I two a week. 
·weekly in August, Washington 
Square is the place to bring your 
blanket and stretch out for several 
concerts on the 6th, 13th, 20th and 
27th. 
This is far from a complete list of 
jazz or classical concerts in the New 
York area during the summer There 
will be others you can find-assuming 
you agree that the rewards of listen· 
ing out in the open are as great as we 
think them. -ARTHUR WoLSONCROFT 
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Arch of Triumph-Paris 
Who doesn't? Flying direct saves 
time, and TWA flies direct (no 
change of plane) from New York 
to twelve of the most popular 
cities abroad. Even if it didn't, 
people would still prefer TWA for 
Royal Ambassador First Class 
service that treats you like a royal 
ambassador Your travel agent 
can give you other good reasons 
for flying TWA to Europe and 
beyond. Or ask us. OX 5-6700. 
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Charles Dickens was an eminent 
patron of Justerini & Brooks, pur-
veyors of fine wines and spirits for 
over two centuries. Today this 
celebrated house is famous for a 
standard of quality that has 
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Keep your Playbills in a lasting custom-
designed hardcover binder! In gold-
tooled brown leather, $5. Simulated 
leather in red, black or brown, $2.50. 
Just send check or money order, made 
out to Playbill, to: Binders c/o Playbill, 
Inc., 240 Madison Ave., N.Y.C., 16. 
PHASES IN FASHION 
The Cooler Short 
Despite summer temperature-hu-
midity combinations that would wilt 
an Amazonian native in his loin cloth, 
the New York male continues to wear 
coat and tie during business hours. 
And though our climate is more like 
Rome's, where even the most proper 
"signore" doffs tie and often coat dur-
ing the "dog days," we continue to 
align our thinking, in anglophile fash-
ion, with London's, where the cooler 
summers make dressing up an easier 
proposition. 
In recent years different groups and 
different areas of the city have 
launched attacks on these somewhat 
masochistic mores. One of the lead-
ing movements has been a campaign 
by a valiant band of Madison Avenue 
men who have sought, in recent sum-
mers, to replace long trousers with 
walk shorts. This determined group, 
however, refrained from removing tie 
or coat and saw the need to add warm-
looking high hose. The result of this 
summer crash program has been an 
annual extroverted display that hasn't 
ever really gotten off the ground. 
Somewhat more success during the 
work day has been achieved by New 
York's cab drivers who have become 
the most faithful wearers of walk 
shorts since British troops marched on 
the road to Mandalay. Walk-shorted 
hackies, however, only leave the pri-
vacy of their cabs in the company of 
other bare-kneed associates, and the 
sight of such a group in shorts that 
fit as handsomely as "Gotkas" (Yid-
dish for %-length undershorts) has 
caused many a strong citizen to pale. 
The area that has been responsible 
for brightening this sad picture is 
New York's Greenwich Village. This 
once bohemian and now high-income 
section of New York seldom requires 
that males ever wear tie or coat, and 
no Schrafft- or Longchamp-oriented 
hostess from uptown is likely to 
pounce on you with an ill-fitting 
counterman's coat if you are without 
one. There are certain areas in the 
Village where claims of summer mad-
ness do produce occasional eccentric 
garb, but for the most part here is 
where the city's most relaxed dress 
situation exists. 
New Yorkers, emerging from their 
underground steam trains each morn-
ing and evening dripping and wild-
eyed, have only the thought of chang-
ing to casual after-business clothes to 
give them cheer. The lengths to which 
males may go is guided by their local 
area and what is "de rigueur" in Sut-
ton Place is ignored on the Upper 
West Side. 
Shoppers on upper Broadway streets 
parade in walk shorts, sandals and 
brief tops as openly as they do in Ta-
hiti or Queens Boulevard. In some-
what more rigid Yorkville, where I 
fight the heat, and where many of the 
natives' ancestors proudly wore Lide-
hucsen, ill-fitting, not tucked in sport-
shirts and open sandals flourish, but 
walk shorts are "verboten." 
Farther down the East Side of our 
island, we find Sutton Place, Beek-
man Place, and poshier Third Avenue 
spots where "casual dress permitted" 
means a tieless button down oxford 
shirt and subdued sportcoat. 
The solution for the many New 
York men who are firm in their belief 
that proper dress is the price one must 
pay for living on this island seems to 
rest further down the East Side in 
Stuyvesant Town, where one can wear 
casual garb inside its confining walls 
and switch to tie and coat when ven-
turing forth. 
- CY SCHIMEL 
Enjoy first-run inflight movies 
Shown to both First and Economy 
Class passengers on PIA, the world's 
most interesting airline. Boeing 
707 jet flights Monday, Thursday 
Friday nights. See your travel agent 
PAKISTAN INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES 
608 Fifth Ave., New York· LT 1-0600 
luncheon 
cocktails 
dinner 
30 
before 
the 
curtain 
~~.A. Y"::BI~~'S 
CDtntttg Q.utde 
after 
the 
show 
L-Luncheon D-Dinner AC-Air Conditioned 
AFRICAN ROOM-156 W. 44 (at Bway). Jungle 
decor. D&S African Spec. Exciting Afro-Carib 
revue 9-4 A.M. Sun.-Thurs. $4.50 min. Fri .-
Sat . $5.00 min. Dinner Patrons invited back 
after theatre at no min . ch~: . JU 6-7575 
ALBERT FRENCH RESTAURANT-42 E. 11th St. 
Compl t te dinner incl. all the sirloin steak, 
fri £d shrimp or ham steak, you can eat for a 
fa ntastic $2.85! Incl. Sidewalk Cafe & free 
Village bus tour Bar. l. D. OR 3-3890. 
BILL'S GAY NINETIES-57 East 54th St. Every-
body sings. co.ltinuous entertainment from 
9 P.M. D. a Ia carte entrPE" S $3.00 up. Pianist 
from 7:31. Oozns "t 7 P.M. No Min. or cov. 
AC. El 5-0243-8231. 
BRASSERIE- 100 E. 53rd St. Pour bien manger 
a tout z h,.. ure. 7 days a w~ ek. Continental 
cuisi no. Complete l from $1.85. 7-course D 
from $3.93. After-theatre specialti es. Snack 
to Complete Supper. AC. PL 1-4840. 
CAFE LUCCA-110 W. 44th St. Pre-Theatre lunch-
eon. Dinnns of all Italian Specialties, served 
in Founta in Room amidst pleasant decor. l. 
11 :30 A.M. $1.50 up. D. 3:00 P.M. $2.25 up. 
Ct. Sun. Amer-Exp Carte Blanche. J U 2-9400 . 
THE CATTLEMAN-Elegant "adult Western" steak 
house at 47th St. & Lex. Ave . Bill Farrell at 
t~e piano. 6-oz. eocktai ls . Daily till 2 A.M. 
YU 6-4983. SH OW YOUR TICKET STUBS 
(before or afLr t heatre) FOR A SURPRISE! 
CHINESE REPUBllt-1485 B'way (near 42nd St.) . 
Authentic Cantonese Cu isine in the heart of 
Times Square. luncheon, Dinner. Bar & 
Lounge. Party fat:iliti es f.'aturing combina -
tion plat s & Family Dinners. WI 7-9865. 
DAVY JONES SEAFOOD HOUSE 103 W. 49th 
(Just off 6th). S~rving the ultimate in fine sea-
food . L. fr $1.55; a ' la carte entrees fr $2.35. 
After-theatre snacks. Delightful decor. Cock-
tail lounge. free dinner parking. JU 6-2936. 
DUBONNET - 5 E. 45th St. (Just off 5th Ave.). 
Fabulous U.S. Prime Steer Filet Mignon Pre-
Theatre dinner with jumbo shrimp cocktail 
& cream cheese cake $3.95. Closed Sunday. 
Free parking 6 p.m.-1 a.m. LD Bar. MU 2-4083. 
FORUM OF THE TWELVE CAESARs-57 W 48th 
You are the thirteenth Caesar when you take 
luncheon or dinner in the imperial mannH 
Daily from 12. Sunday , from 5, dinner only, 
but dinner fit for the gods. Pl VII-111 -IV-V-0. 
KING OF THE SEA 879 3rd Ave. (53rd St.). 
America's foremost s ·ctoo:l house f zaturing 
Imperial, Stone, Dung?ness & King Crabs. 
Open daily 11:30 A.M. -12:30 A.M . EL 5 9309. 
Free Parking. l. D. AC. 
LA BOUP.GOGNE- 123 W. 44th St. A real French 
bistro with candlelight atmosphere; caters to 
bFfore- and after-thPatre cli~ntele. L. 12-3, 
$1.95 up; D. 4-1. $2.95 up & a Ia carte entreFs 
from $2.25. Closed Sun. from 5. J U 2-4230. 
LA FONDA DEL SOL-123 W. 50 st. Colorful, 
informal , gay. Every delicacy under the Latin 
American sun ; beef in ftle manner of the 
Argentine. L, C, D, After-Theatre Supper with 
music. Open Sundays. PL 7-8800. 
LA STR.4DA- 134 W. 46th St. Sp ecialists in Nea-
politan Cuisine. Pre-theatre luncheons and 
d innu. Intimate. Hot Antipasto-Steaks, Piz-
zailoa. Open daily & Sun . t i ll midnite. Diners ' 
Club & Am. Exp. Ci 5-9472. Cocktails. 
LE RELAIS 129 W. 48th St., Cl 5-5443 & 9-
Luncneon , cocktail lounge, dinner & after-
tll eatre s"pper. Unsurpass ed French-Provin-
cial Cuisine. Private Room. 1.1 the heart of 
the theatre district. 
LIBORI0-150 W. 47th St. Superb Latin Ameri-
ca n Cuisine at "West Sid e's Smart : st Restau -
ran t." Theatre District. Colorfu l , a ~ thentic 
Latin American entertainment. Open 7 days. 
All credit cards. l. D. AC. JU 2-6188. 
LIVING ROOM-915 2~d Ave. (49). EL 5-2262. tn-
t ;mate night s;>ot. El egant love seats. Week 
Day Min . $4.50-Fri. & Sat . $5.50. Food, Bev, 
Ent. 9-4. Late s :1ow at 2. Cocktails at 5. 
Jorie Remus, Vince Garri open . July 23, Matt 
D~nnis. 
LUAU 400-400 E. 57th St. Authentic Polynesian 
food and atmosphere. Dinner & Sup;:>cr-Hal 
Aloma Trio, Charles La Torella at Piano--
Cockta i l Lounge 4 P.M . Dinner from 5. Credit 
Cards- EI 5-6555. 
NEPTUNE$ CORNER - 1217 6th Ave . (48th St.). 
CO 5-4408. New York's most fabulous Sea-
food Restaurant, Luncheon-Cocktails-Dinner-
Entrees from $1.95. Pre-theatre and after-the-
~ tre Dinner. Free park. 5:30 to Mid. Sun. 6 hrs. 
PLAYBILL ROOM - 44th St. W. off B'way in the 
Hotel Manhattan. French-American Cui -
sine at popular prices. Closed Sunday & 
Monday during July & August. Luncheon. 
Dinner. PL 7-6100. 
ROOSEVELT Madison Ave. at 45th St. The 
Grill: Dinner and supper dancing. Summer 
Festival Dinner complete from appetizer 
through dessert- $5. Seryed from 6 to 8:30. 
For resu vations call MU 6-9200. 
RUBY FOO'S-240 W. 52. CO 5-0705. Fine Chi-
nE'se food. Spareribs a delicious specialty . 
SpEc. L 12-4, $1.25 up; D & Supper a Ia carte, 
avera ge D $3.45. Open 12-2 AM Sun . from 1. 
Outgoing orders (PL 7-5965). Bar. D.C. 
SCANDIA RESTAURANT-45th St. W. of B>'way in 
Hotel Piccadilly invites you to "Eat L ik~ A 
Norsa" at their FAE•ULOUS SMORGASBORD. 
L. D. and After Th eatre. Bar and Cocktail 
Lounge Open daily incl. Sun. Res. Cl 6-6600 . 
SUN LUCK- 143 W<st 49th St. PL 7-1170. Also 
75 East 55th St. PL 3-4930.-N.Y.'s o.1ty 
Chinese Restaurant specializing in Canto-
nesa, Peking, Shanghai and Chungking Cook-
in:;. GOURM<T-157 W. 49th St., JU 2-8130. 
TOP OF THE SIX'S-666 5th Ave. (Bet . 52nd & 
53rd Sts.). Enjoy gracious after-theatre din-
ing. Distinctive food & cocktails. 700ft. above 
N. Y.'s famous 5th Ave. 10 p.m . to 1 a.m. D. 
& L. deity except Sun. Res. PL 7-6662. AC. 
Now you l~now all there is to know 
ahout Scotch whisl~y 
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The Many Faces 
of Robert Morse 
Broadway's beams are mainly di-
rected nowadays toward the 46th 
Street Theatre, where "How To Suc-
ceed "succeeds. In turn, the 46th 
Street Theatre's beams are mainly 
directed toward a spectacular dim-
ple-cheeked youth whose identifica-
tion can be found far left above title 
-Robert Morse. Through the seem-
ingly effortless and unobtrusive boy-
ish roles he played before he took 
solid hold on top-most stardom and 
the statuettes of several award-dis-
tributing organizations, nothing short 
of sensation accompanied him. Each 
time his foot struck another rung in 
the ladder (in "The Matchmaker," 
"Say Darling" and "Take Me Along" 
on Broadway) the reverberations 
were astonishing from both profes-
sional and amateur theatregoers. We 
have here-surrounding endeavored to 
show some of the facial phases Mr 
Morse controls, the mobi I ity with 
which, nightly, weekly and yearly, he 
draws the theatre's bright lights and 
the resound ing cheers of all. 
Photographs by Friedman-Abeles 
CANADIAN WHISKY-A BLEND OF SELECTED WHISKIES. SIX YEARS OLD. 86.8 PROOF. SEAGRAM-DISTILL ERS COMPANY, N.Y. C. 
Tough luck! 
Lucky break! 
Through eight hol1 
you never played I 
better Then the s 
opened up. Tough 
luck ! ... but lucky 
break It happene 
close to the 
clubhouse. So dry 
off... and order a 
V.O. Incredibly lig 
in character 
Incredibly brilliant 
f lavor Finest of 
imported whiskies. 
But look-the othe 
are straggling in . 
Waiter! 
-~· F. 
ttan Me111os 
ell, things are lookiac up again on Broadway. A 
ellow who described himself. as an occ<lsional investor 
in Broadway shows testily charges that ticket specs are 
getting as high as $100 a J*w for "How to Succeed in 
Business Without Really Tryin~t." I hope that the 
charges are true! Because when the theatre is pros-
per~ms, it's good -for everybody, playwrightr, per-
formers, musi-
cians, s'tage~ 
hand 11, pro-
ducws, c h o r e-
o 1: r a p h e r s, 
dancer., .singers, 
b a c k e. r s, and 
audiences. ..._. 
And the most 
fabul~us pal:t of 
the story is that 
one of the stars 
in "How to Suc-
c e e d" etc. is 
Rudy · V a 11 e e, 
who scored first 
on the Broadway 
musical stage in 
Rudy the 1932 edition Helen 
Vallee of G e oO r g e Hayea 
Whit~'s "Scan-
;;..t dais!' In that hit of 30 years ago were Willie and d Eugene Howard; Ethel Merman, Ray Bolger, Joan 
~ Abb&tt; Barbara Blair, Alice Faye, Ross MacLean, the 
:::=:! Gale Sisters, the Loomis Twins and Ethel Barrymore 
Colt. • And now Rudy Vallee is back again on Broad-
way bigger than ever. 
-----
It was touch and ~o whether or not Vallee ld 
arriv~ on Broadway with the show de~tine 
smash hit. The producers were going- to 
Philadelphia. Luckily, they didn't. 
lot of emotion In show· business, tly Only last 
week, at Detroit, two of the Wallenda troupe 
were killed. The foRowing ni , 1n the tradition of the 
circus, the Wallend:v; agai rformed the act in }¥hich 
two had plunged to the' eaths. Performers were not 
worried about the endas! They wete fearful that 
somebody in the 1ence might start :a panic-let out 
a sudden screa of terror that could ha'\'e affected the 
W allendas. . . The TWA pas~nger building at Idlewild 
will be ready, come May, (}ordon Gilmore a11aures me. 
I li~e Dan (NBC) ~alder's ,work, as you do. 
F 
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But his report en Vienna did t;~ Viennese a crave in-
justice. If'the rest of the w....W..bad rushed to the rescu,. 
of Hungary with the !earl...,... of the :VienDeM IIJif"A 
the Auatriana, the revo~ weuld h~ve an ~ aRtoundi~&' aoeeess. When t. he .upri~ing s t:rhe 
Viennpee r-ushed ou:: ;7i!Wff n -roi ~t. wagona to the areas whee fir: sentae. t.; 
!i_ng. Completely die n -"' .s to safety. 'And 
,._ 0---1~1~· - .l~----~ --- _J 
I o I. 
Example of item appearing in the entertainment columns of the 
New York newspapers which emphasized the "hit" image attached 
to the Broadway musical, How to Succeed in Business ~'Vi thou t 
Really Trying. -
Bulletins 
Continued from page 60 
minum beams up to 15 ft long, and is 
covered with a skin of glass-fiber-rein-
forced plastic triangles that measure 
up to 15 ft on a side. The facility 
houses what is said to be one of the 
most sensitive research antennas ever 
built, a "dish" type 120 ft in diameter 
How to Succeed in 
Arch'itectu re, etc. 
When th e cur tain goes up on New 
York's fu nniest , brightest new musi-
cal, "How to Succeed in Business 
PROGRESSIVE ABCHJTECTUBE NEWS JIBPOBT 
Without Really Trying," it discloses a 
wry visual comment on the curtain-
wall architecture now indigenous to 
Manhattan's midtown business dis-
trict. This ultimate in curtain walls 
(it's a curtain, isn't it?) serves as the 
background for the introduction of 
our hero, J. Pierpont Finch (played 
goofily by Robert Morse), who goes 
onward and upward from window 
washer to chief executive of World 
Wide Wickets through unswerving 
pursuit of the main chance. 
Diamonds for the 
Golden Triangle 
Exposed structural steel framework 
will be the design highlight of the 
proposed IBM Building in Pittsburgh's 
Gateway Center, by Curtis & Davis. 
Frame will actually be four gigantic 
trusses, each covering one side of the 
building and resting on two rein-
forced concrete columns. Since the 
diagonal lines of the frame will di-
rect stress to the concrete columns, all 
members will either be in compression 
or tension, a situation in which steel 
achieves its greatest strength. The X-
shaped components of the frame will 
be factory-assembed in a number of 
larger sections for erection on site, 
thereby simplifying construction proc-
esses and reducing costs. Steel beams 
will be covered with a thin skin of 
stainless steel or aluminum, and the 
diamond-shaped openings will be filled 
with alternate rows of clear and 
Curvilinear Community on the Potomac 
In Washington, D. C., plans have 
been submitted for a community called 
the Water gate Development, on the 
Potomac River , adjacent to Edward 
D. Stone's proposed Cultural Center 
The projed will cover about 32 per 
cent of a more or less triangular site 
with semicircular and gently curved 
shapes, leaving room for some land-
scaped open space and a swimming 
pool. Three main shapes will make up 
the group a semicircular apartment 
house enclosing two curved rows of 
town houses , a "semioval" apartment 
building behind it , and a group with 
apartment houf;e, offi re buildin v . .n nrl 
hotel linked in an L-shape. Three -curved 
rows of town houses will be nestled 
between these three major shapes. 
The fa~tad~s of the hotel and apart-
ment houses will be broken up by 
curved balconies to create pleasing 
light and shade patterns. Designed by 
Professor Luigi Moretti of Rome and 
Milton Fischer of Corning, Moore, 
Elmore & Fischer of Washington, the 
project is being privately financed and 
sponsored mainly by developers called 
the Societa Generale Immobiliare of 
Rome. Parking for 1250 cars will be 
underground so that the ground level 
1''1 n hP rrivnn r!'nfn"' t" nP rl Pc:! trl '1n~ 
December 1961 
I 0 ~, 
opaque glass. The 13-story structure 
will have an adjacent, two-story under-
ground garage to be topped by a land-
scaped park (see detail) Building is 
being financed by Equitable Life As-
surance Society (its fifth building in 
the Center). Structural engineer is 
Worthington, Skilling, Helle & Jack-
son, electrical and mechanical engi-
neer is Cary B. Gamble & Associates. 
\ 
A Nous Ia Liberte 
Many lucky visitors to Seattle's Cen-
tury 21 Exposition next year will be 
able to sleep afloat on one of the 
world's grand old ships. The "Liberte," 
now on her last commercial voyage, 
will be tied up at a pier close by the 
fair grounds for the convenience of 
expected crowds. Until recently 
threatened with scrapping, the ship 
was purchased by a West Coast com-
pany with the promise to the French 
Line that she would never again sail 
as a commerical liner Talks are under-
way with officials of the New York 
1964- 65 World's Fair to consider 
the "Liberte" for a floating luxury 
hotel there, also. 
lo3,., 
\ 
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IV~ lie presents Robert Morse in 
I . . • 
Example of placement 
/ in publications ca-
. tering to women, 
which the press rep-
resentatives of the 
Broadway musical, 
How. to Succeed in 
I3usiness Wi thout 
. Really Trying, used 
to popularize the 
image of the show's 
star, Robert Morse, 
r as a romantically 
attractive stage 
personality . 
The Lover Boys, by Leo Lerman 
Aloo\'f' , the Mori'e himself, sema-
phorin)! his own, particular, ofi-
~tage <:ode. (To see him as the lover 
hoys, turn the page.) Holwrt 
\lorse was tht· boy who could Le 
dqwndPd upon to undo his high 
~dwol study hall: he did it with 
ddermined , quiet, almost shy good 
"ill. A pt'rH'il sd wag;rling or danc-
ing, a littlP turn-of-the-screw smile 
-~and even drones and drudge~ 
began to laugh. "Mousey," as his 
Nt>wton Massachusetts High 
classmates cai!Pd him, was alwayi' 
"on": he still is-~triumphantly A 
solid year before 1/ow to Succeed 
in Bnsiness Without Really Trying 
opened on Broadway, co-producer 
Cy Feuer said, "If we're going to 
do the show, we've got to have 
Bobby Morse." And that was 
strange, for Master Morse only 
had to his credit three nonstar-
ring Broadway appearances (The 
.llutc!unu/;t'r, Say, Durlint;; Take 
,l/1' : l!oll{f, 1 He wa~. ol,, iousl) . a 
funny l•oy and audierHT~ likf'd him 
-- l•ut t'ould IH· \':lrry a hig musi-
cal'! Alw l:urrows ~aid l't'('t'llll) 
''I wouldn't ('\en kt\1' writl<'n it 
jf Wl' couldn't han• ro tten .\[orso • ... 
\rhat is tlw ~-~,.;o·n~·~· of tlrirty·)l'ar-
old Holll'rt J\lorse's astoni~hin)! 
comic art? He is a ni('(·, quil'l . 
l•ltw-1'\'('tl. sandy-hain·d, cowlil'ky. 
~mall-tlll\'ll. all-Amnican l•oy who 
sudd1·nly ~purls into llahlwrga~tin)!. 
almost ~pa~tic wackine~s. So lw-
~wiling is tlris that, as J Pif:rre-
pont Finl'h. HTSJBWRT's exe<:u-
ti\·e-conning bright-ryes, he make~ 
hal'k-knifing just about the most 
attractive sport in the world. "I'm 
just wild about Bohhy," Finch 
seems to be thinking all of th•· 
time: so is everybody who sees 
Bobby being Finch. Hesult: we 
have a great. rH·w comic actor, and 
HTSIBWI:T is selling tickf'ts for 
NOVEMBE R 27, 1961 25c 
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How to 
succeed in 
business 
without really 
trying* 
""Inspired by the hit musical comedy with the same helpful title. 
lOS. 
Example of tie-in promotion arranged between the press rep-
rensentatives of How to Succeed in Business Without Reall 
Trying, and various business concerns o h1gh stature. Th1s 
brochure was created and distributed by The New York Times. 
First step on the road to success is to buy 
a copy of The New York Times. Bear this 
expense cheerfully. It is trifling compared 
to value recei.ved. In fact, The Times should 
cost but five cents where you live. If you 
find it costs more, you are living so far out in 
exurbia you are probably a success already. 
~ ...... \ . 
~·- ...... . 
Snap open your Times with a loud crack. 
You'll be the center of all eyes. Some eyes 
may belong to young fellows like yourself, also 
known as the competition. As they deal cards 
or chatter idly, they'll realize that, although on 
the same train, you are already miles ahead. 
Worried competition is little competition. 
Don't bungle into just any elevator. Sidle 
up to a vice~president and ride with him. Seem 
to be lost in The Times business pages. Frown. 
Look intense. Gluck knowingly once or twice. 
He will think of you as a young man who 
takes his business seriously. Never mind 
what those who really know you think. 
Refer freely to The Times in conversa-
tion. "I must say Scotty Reston was on the 
right track today" marks you at once as a 
deep thinker. To a competitor conferring with 
the boss, observe, "You may be right, Frimish, 
but The Times supports Mr. Tycoon's posi-
tion." look humble as the boss beams at you. 
I 
l 
Bolster your image at lunch time. Prop 
The Times on your desk with an empty sand-
wich wrapper next to it. As your competitors 
return from long, frivolous lunches,they'll be 
shaken by the sight of your devotion to self-
betterment. Actually, you'll be resting up for 
the hearty meal you'll slip out and enjoy later. 
let your "out" box work for you. Clip arti-
cles at random from The Times and send them 
to your superiors. Scribble a note on each: 
"Shouldn't we be doing something about 
this?" Since no one will know what to make of 
this, they'll assume you are one who sees The 
Big Picture-a good guy to have on their side. 
.. --40r. tt 
~: u 
Take to walking the halls importantly. 
Destination· is no matter, so long as the bear-
ing is brisk and deci~ive. Carry a rolled-up 
Times, slapping thigh sharply as you go. 
Use The Times as you would a riding crop: 
to emphasize the correctness of what you 
say and point out the errors of your fellows. 
Carry yesterday's Times around in your at-
tache case for emergency use. When taking 
the boss home to dinner, for example, whip 
out your dog-eared Times and explain ,"There's 
a piece on the Quimby merger I want to study." 
This will impress the living daylights out of 
him. From such little touches come Big Breaks. 
ONE LAST THOUGHT: n your ea-
gerness to succeed, don't forget to 
read The New York Times each day. 
This is its most helpful use of all . 
You 'll find in its pages a whole world 
of vital, valuable facts. (Facts do come 
in handy now and again.) Moreover 
Times reporting is so clear and so 
colorful that reading it doesn 't really 
count as trying at all Start going 
places tomorrow with The Times. 
THE NEW YORK TIMES 
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Example of headline on front page·of New York newspape~ -
heralding the visit of President John F. Kennedy to the 
1 Broadway musical, How to Succeed in Business 'i'Jithout 
\ Reallf Trying,,. Press photographers v.rere stationed by 
; the press representatives, so that photographs of the 
President would· also include the marquee of the 46th 
Street Theatte~ - · · ~·-·- · 
----
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WEATHER, Few ~l~oow e w I 0 r 
flurries, becoming cloudy. v , 
High in low 30s. Vol. 37, No. 181 !>A1URDA . , J ANU ARY 20, 19b2 
' , .... I_ , QVERNME~T IS A TRYING BUSINESS. President Kennedy took time Without Really Trying" at 46th Street Theatre. Secret Service m11n is at ·' 
1t from world affairs last night to see "How to Succeed in Business eenter. President conferred earlier with U.N. chiefs. 
(Story on P. 2. Other photos on P. 2, Center Pole/} (Mirror Photo by Bob Wendllllc•r> 
Jo.s.t . Position $ $ Could Put You in Clover_ T oclcly! 
. - . ,, ,:. ,· · -~:·- · · ·. ,--~. :, ". , , ..... . , . .. . . . , --· ·.. ... ... . . - ........ no*!·:· ·srom slcnc:Mt · 
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riNAL DAILYAD NEWS NEW. YORK'S PICTURE NIWSPAPER ® , 
• ' I Photograph depicting the visit of President john F. Kennedy 
to a performance of the Broadway musical, How to Succeed in 
Business Without Really Trying, which was taken by the press · 
representatives' publicity photographer and published in~· 
J 08. 
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5 Die in Jet; Busmen Strik8;, 
Millions Share Cilenn Triumph 
• .-...~·DAY HERE 
·' '{ , ·. . a full Pages of Pictures 
~.:JOCjes ~. B, C, D and 33 
' ~e• on page 3 
Stories begin on pages 2, 3 and 5 
(UPI foto) 
John Glenn waves playbill in acknowledgement of ap-
plause from audience at 46th St. Theatre. Glenn and his fellow 
astronauts attended a performance of "How to Succeed in Business 
Without Really Trying" last night after being lionized by city dur-
ing ticker tape parade and Waldorf-Astoria luncheon. 
• 
.. 
"" ~--&t Pictures 
ge 30 and Back PaCJe 
-Story on page 2 
.l.\l l,; ..l. t., l. ................... ..... . 
1e tossed from skyscraper windows, tio therea bY ms • .1:1e ~uuo.;u. -··~·····-· 11 0 . 
Col. Glenn turned his head t 'In this eountry we're not JohnSon and MN. W-.ner he lle can m-t: ..,....,, ... 
se one side, grimaced and sal · .asluuned of .wb&t we'tt ••· reeetfecl dla.t~ . applause Col Qlenn, aB&OCiate , .llr' 
n" '' I met the Commissio of We c;lon't feel,.,, have to - and. • ~ut.t•• for Ilia ot Explorer Post 638 ot n' 
he Sanitation a. while ag d ~ anything." ''bl'Uel7 1M aldll." hla ''Un- natiOnal capittJ area Council o1 
he was sort of a-a-a-1: Before goilll to the luncheon, ll1ftah ae~ to t~ nation" the Bo, ~uta, said be knew· of 
He sa\d he wa.s • little wor• Col. Glenn . went to tht Wal- and fOil' bla modtatJ, "no aroup "'1\h • ~hI woulcl 
. , .. rled" when h · w the Lotd dorf's Sta.rti.;ht Roof, where he ~r. Olenn, In a brief talk, rather be a.asoctat.ra •han t.lle ~~r Mayor of Pe . thanked 1l200 attendJna a l&1d he wo'Ul4 ''trqaure t.llls Bo:r Scoute of Americla" 
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pace Party Attends 'How ~ Succeed' 
Herald Trtbune-UPt 
Astronaut Glenn waving to ad~nircrs as he took his seat 
last night in the 46th Street Theater where he saw 
"How to Succeed i-. Business Without Really Tryb g." 
'"' 
About 1,000 I*'IONI lAthered After tbe lhow t.lle party went 
behind poUce barrtcaclea last backstare. The aeta were hur-
nlabt to cheer and ~plaud as rledly pushe4 back a.nd the 
gUests and membe:rs of the cast 
Lt. Col. John H. Glenn jr. and shook hands all around. As he 
hit fellow astronauts drove up mounted the stage Col. Glenn 
to the -68th St. Theater, be- was asked how he liked ~h• per-
tween Broadway and ' Eighth formance. "TremendoUB: it wa.s 
Ave., to aee "How to Succeed in ternfl~. : I ~nJoyed it very 
Busineaa Without Really Try- much, was h1a response. Then 
Ina " the party left by the stage door 
· where a crowd of 2,00~twice 
The party arrived at a:•o and the size that 1reeted them on 
the curtain, aoheduled to 1'0 up arrival-set up a mlihUY roau 
at 8:37, was delayed until the as they en~red waHlDI limO\l-
astronaut party could take their sines 
sixteen aeata 1n the center of · 
the third and fourth rows. As Arriving at the Waldorf at 
they walked down the aisle, the midnight the party, including 
audience reacted with resound- the two Glenn chlldren, entered 
1ni cheera. the hotel's Empire ~oom to 
It took f da to d continue the evenings enter-our ys roun up talnment 
the tlcketa <each $9.60, paid for The ~tronauts and theh 
by Life maaaz1ne, which has a families attended a prlvatt 
contract with the astronauts>· dinner last night in the Ttm1 
Calla were made to points as and Life building at Sixth Ave 
distant as California for the and 50th St. Some of the astro· 
house seats, WJ:lch had been nauts may leave Nrw York to· 
purchased by fnends of Lester night, Col. Powers said, but Col. 
Osterma.n, owner of the theater, Glenn Is to visit the Uni~d Na· 
and Cy Feu~r and Ernest Mar- tlons today and ny from Newark 
tin, the mus1cal producers. tomorrow- to Zane~~vllle, Ohio 
The ticketholdex. co-operated arriving a,bout 11 a. m., and 
(they were told it waa'for "some then drive to the astronaut': 
very important persons from home town of New Concord 
Washington"> and the mission Ohio. 
was accomplished by Wednes- - --------
d&y afternoon. 
The astronauts and their 
families passed the late after-
noon "tak1ni a well deserved 
breather," said Col. John 
<Shorty) Powers, public a.ftairs 
o1ftcer for Project Mercury He 
made a special plea for priva.cy. 
"People are just aenerally 
friendly," he aaid. "People wa~t 
to touch him <Col, Qlenn> ~nd 
&hake his hand. Thta ean ret 
pretty eruahtni. We'd 'bate to 
have a auy aurvlft a three-orbit 
:tlliht and get banged up..in t.lle 
atreeta of New York." · 
Quote 
Col. Glenn, thanking the 
Boy Scouts of America for 
relinquishing the Waldo7'/ -
Astoria 'ballroom Jar thP 
ctty's official luncheon. 
''Here Is Dave, my son. v.ho 
is a Life Scout, and whom I 
have been beat-in& on hi£ head 
to -get his last four mel'i t 
b&dies so he can make Ea · 
Here 1s Lynn [the daug 
She can't qualify a 
Scout." 
.-- ~.---. 
Another example of newspaper coverage on John Glenn's 
visit to How to Succeed in Business Without Really 
Trying. 
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